
A Word On Rum...

EDITION III

Rum has come a long way from the Black 
Strap pirate liquor of the past. Produced by 
fermenting fresh sugarcane juice or sugarcane by
products such as molasses before distilling in either 
pot or column still. The majority of the time this 
distillate is then aged, ordinarily, in white American 
oak with a number of different finishes to impart 
flavour and colour, such as ex- Bourbon, 
ex- Sherry or ex- Cognac. The ageing often takes 
place at upwards of 70% ABV helping to extract the 
bolder phenols and esters responsible for many 
flavours such as vanilla and oak however some are 
aged at lower percentages. Just before bottling and 
shipping it is usually cut with pure water to make it 
around the 40% mark ready for enjoyment although 
a few are left ‘barrel strength’ for a bit of extra kick. 

Modern rum can be traced to the 17th century
Caribbean and more specifically Barbados when
Plantation slaves first discovered molasses could be
fermented into alcohol. These were the first recorded
‘true’ rums; however, earlier less refined examples of
sugar based spirits have been written about.
Modern rum has very few rules in comparison to the 
likes of whisky and this makes it difficult to categorise.
Important regions and styles categorised rather crudely.

Below are a few of the most important regions and 
styles categorised rather crudely.
 

Spanish speaking islands including Cuba,
Puerto Rico & the Dominican Republic. Often younger 
and lighter rums are perfect for cigar pairing. The light 
or white varieties are famous for their use in Daiquiris, 
Cuba Libres and Mojitos.

Demerara produced in Guyana and often referred 
to as the English style of rum. Demerara Distillers Ltd 
are the only Distillery now producing this rich ‘Navy’ 
style of rum on Guyana, most notably Pussers & El 
Dorado although not all Demerara rum is Navy style. 
The term Navy is also attributed a strength of 100 
proof or gunpowder proof often enjoyed up until 1970 
in the Royal British Navy.
 

French speaking islands such as Martinique
and Haiti produce Agricole Rhum (the French term for 
rum) made from fermented and distilled sugarcane juice. 
These retain a lot of the original sugarcane flavour 
leaving a grassy and vegetal taste. These are 
becoming more and more popular especially in long 
Tiki style drinks.

Bajan Barbados has strict laws in rum production 
preventing the use of any additives other than 
caramel for colour. This is a superb place to start for 
those wanting true, unadulterated rum. The main 
distilleries are Foursquare and Mount Gay. 

‘Rude’ rum from Jamaica. These are some of 
the most pungent and powerful rums on the market. 
High ester levels (a chemical compound attributed to 
certain flavours) and the use of Dunder (the yeast 
leftovers from a batch used to start the next) 
contribute to this style being intense and flavorful. 
They also, like Barbados, are allowed hardly any 
additives. Look out for Appleton Estate, Long Pond 
and Worthy Park distilleries.

Central/South American  Often heavily 
dosed with additives and sugar this sometimes makes 
it hard to decipher which are good true rums. They are 
however very popular because of how sweet and bold 
the flavour is. When these rums are good, they are 
very good and often you can find exceptionally old and 
well-aged varieties. Diplomatico, Botran, and Dictador 
are amongst the most popular. 

Spiced & Flavoured  Following the gin 
revolution Spiced and Flavoured rums have helped 
massively in increasing the UK rum industry which 
now stands at over 1 Billion Pounds. Often spiced with 
cloves, cinnamon, lime and vanilla, good spiced rums 
still have high quality Caribbean and central American 
bases often between unaged and 5 years old. Look out 
for Foursquare, Pussers and Black Tears Spiced. 
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CARIBBEAN  Greater Antilles
  -  Cuba   4 -9
  -  D omin ican  Republ ic   1 2
  -  Ha it i   1 3
  -  Jamaica   1 4 - 1 7
  -  Puerto  R ic o   1 8 - 19

  Lesser Antilles
  -  ANT IGUA   2 1
  -  Barbad os   2 1 -24
  -  GUADELOuPE   25
  -  Mart in ique   26
  -  Grenada   27
  -  St  V INCENT   28
  -  St  Luc ia   28
  -  Tr in idad  &  Tobago   29

  Caribbean Island Blends  30-33

CENTRAL AMERICA -  BEL IZE   34
  -  Guatemal a   34
  -  EL  SALVAD OR  35
  -  N icaragua   36
  -  Panama       3 7    

SOUTH AMERICA  -  C olombia  38
  -  Guyana  39
  -  Peru  40
  -  Venezuel a     40-41
  -  PARAGUAY     4 1

REST OF THE WORLD  -  Bermuda  42
  -  F IJ I  42
  -  GERMANY  42
  -  IND IA  42
  -  Japan  43
  -  MADE IRA   4 4
  -  Maur it ius  4 4
  -  Me x ic o  45
  -  IND ONES IA  45
  -  PH IL IPP INES  45
  -  THA IL AND  45
  -  Seychelles  46
  -  UK  46
  -  USA  47
  -  AUSTRAL IA  47

-  2  - -  3  -
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Cuba
Sugarcane was first introduced to Cuba in 1493 by the famous explorer Christopher Columbus. 
This exceptional quality of sugarcane plus a very favourable climate meant that it grew like wildfire and 
Cuba has since become known as the ‘Isle of Rum’. With the introduction of copper column stills in the 
1800s and the know-how of the Cuban ‘Maestro Roneros’ (Master rum makers) the quality of rum 
dramatically increased and became the light, crisp and exceptionally smooth spirit we know and love today. 

Havana Club
Established in 1934 by the Arechabala family in Cardenas, Cuba Havana Club is one of the most popular rum 
brands in the world selling millions of cases a year. There has however been several issues involving ownership 
of the brand and in 1960, after the Cuban revolution in 1959, Havana Club was nationalised. 
The Arechabala family lost the company, and they were forced to move to both Spain and the United States of 
America. Since 1994 Havana Club has been produced and sold all over the world except the US by Cuba and 
Pernod Ricard. The US Embargo meant that Bacardi could purchase the remaining rights from the 
Arechabala family and has been bottling under the Havana Club name in the US since around 1995. 
However to this day even with the ongoing battle between Pernod Ricard and Bacardi the rum we have here 
in Europe is the original Cuban produced Havana Club. 

H ava na  Club  15 19 
5 0 0 th ye ar  ann iversary    
4 0 %   |   £250 .00
Produced for the 500th anniversary of the city of Havana.

Havana Club’s Maestros del Ron Cubano began preparing for the 
city’s milestone anniversary as early as 1999, by selecting and
 blending barrels of rum from their maturing stock. 
Over the next 20 years, the Maestros repeated this process every 
five years, re-blending the rums and filling back to cask for further 
maturation.

This comes in an individually numbered, mouth blown decanter inspired by the architecture of Havana. 
The presentation box features ornate gold detail which echoes the ironwork found in historic Havana Vieja.

The case includes a certificate of authenticity written by Dr. Eusebio Leal Spengler, Historian of Havana City, 
and signed by the four masters who created Havana Club 1519.

This Limited-edition, ultra-prestige rum, and the very rare bottle of Havana Club 1519, only 500 bottles 
worldwide. reserves to pay tribute to the unrivalled excellence in Cuban Rum production while also 
showcasing the variety and richness in flavour, colours, and aromas within authentic Cuban rum. is an intense 
rum that carries rare notes of wood, honey, and tobacco. It also possesses a delicate scent nuanced with fruity 
notes and tropical hints of vanilla, coconut, and cocoa.

No: 

1

CubA
-  C A R I B B E A N  - 
Greater Antilles

Price per 25ml

-4  - -5  -

Havana club Prestige Limited Editions
Below is a small selection of very special Havana rums which we have chosen to share with the world. 
Most are only available through auction or private collections and are very rarely seen open 
and ready to be enjoyed

Havan a  Club  Ma x imo  E x t r a  An e j o                    40 %  |   £ 150 .0 0
Bottled in a handmade crystal decanter this is the ultimate expression of Cuban Rum. 
Handcrafted by blending the best and oldest rum reserves that have been left to age in 
Havana Club’s cellars, it is an exclusive and precious expression of the best Cuban rum 
can offer and is produced in only 1,000 bottles each year.

Intense yet balanced, there will never be a rum that better expresses the Cuban rum culture and its rich 
traditions than Havana Club Máximo Extra Añejo. This expression has an amber glow, deepened by extra 
ageing. On the nose, the expression is outstandingly rich, intense, and persistent, yet has a delicate aroma 
that balances oak and smoky notes with subtle tones of fresh pear, coconut and dried fruit. Both dry and sweet, 
its oaky flavours impart a silky opulence and a cascade of dark chocolate, dried fruits, and a hint of vanilla. 

Havan a  Club  UN ION                                            40 %  |   £60 .0 0
Havana Club Unión is the first ever Cuban rum created especially to be paired with the beautiful 
and full-bodied flavour of a fine Cohiba Cuban cigar. A celebration of the natural match of two of Cuba’s 
greatest icons, both born from the same exceptional climate and fertile terrain, Havana Club Unión is truly 
inimitable. Smooth, rich, and powerfully aromatic of oak and smoke. Richly aromatic on the nose, balancing 
oak and smoke with subtle tones of citrus, coconut, dried fruits and coffee. On the palate it is softly woody, 
accented with sweet vanilla, chocolate, and dried fruit flavours, with a very aromatic finish.   

Havan a  Club  T r ibut o  2 0 19                              40 %  |   £40 .0 0
It’s the 2019 release of the wonderful Havana Club Tributo! This is the fourth release of the special rum, 
and which was launched at the 2019 Habanos Festival in Cuba. Created by three generations of 
maestros del ron Cubano, with each master selecting a rare aged rum base from various decades. 
Finally, The 2019 release comprises rum that is over 60 years old, and has been finished in barrels that once 
held smoky whisky and bottle at 40% ABV. One of 2500 bottles.

No: 

2

No: 

3

No: 

4

Prices per 25ml



Havana Club Professional Edition C  
40%  |   £5 .50
This third Expression brings together bartenders 
and rum masters – the maestros roneros – to 
create new rums that build on the distiller’s 
experience with new ideas and flavours. 
Here Alex Kratena and Carina Soto Velásquez 
have worked with rum makers Juan Carlos 
González and Salome Alemán to create a mix 
of two iconic styles of Havana Club rum. 
Bringing together classic aged white rum with 
a longer-aged blend of up to 12 years old, it is 
bottled at a higher strength to allow the 
complex character to shine.

Havana Club Professional Edition D  
40%  |   £5 .50
This last expression  brings together drinks 
experts Alex Kratena and Carina Soto 
Velásquez with rum makers Juan Carlos 
González and Salome Alemán, and together 
they have created a rum inspired by Cuban 
terroir. A combination of youthful and 
slightly older rums, it showcases the flavour 
of the sugarcane it has come from, with a 
touch of minerality and some Agricole-like 
complexity.
 

Havana  Club  R itual  Cubano   
37 . 8%  |   £6 .00
This Havana Club release has been around 
since 2012. It was created for the Spanish 
market. This Rum which is carefully distilled 
at Havana Club is adored for its vanilla, fudge, 
cedarwood and spicy flavour note

Havana  Club  Cuban  Sp ice   
35%  |   £4 . 30
Havana Club Cuban Spiced is a brilliantly 
flavorful spirit drink boasting Cuban rum at 
its core, complemented by vanilla, a medley of 
spices, guava, toasted coconut, and pineapple. 
Pair with a good ginger beer and plenty of ice, 
mix with cola and a wedge of citrus, or try it in 
a Daiquiri!

Ron  Mul ata  Añejo  5 Ye ar    
38%  |   £4 . 80
Distilled in Heriberto Duquesne distillery which 
has been producing rum only from fresh 
sugarcane for 50 years. It is incredibly popular 
in the local Cuban market but is only recently 
starting to make an appearance in Europe. 
The fresh sugarcane base combined with 
5 years of ageing in American oak casks gives 
this expression plenty of oak backed up by 
tropical fruit and herbaceous grassy notes.

Ron  Mul ata  Añejo  7 Ye ar    
38%  |   £5 .50
From the Heriberto Duquesne distillery which 
has been producing rum for 50 years. 
Ron Mulata is the second most popular rum 
in Cuba and is crafted using only fresh Cuban 
sugar cane. This 7-year-old expression reveals 
a light, sweet spirit with hints of tobacco and 
oak spices.

Ron  Mul ata  15 Ye ar   Grand 
Reserva  Añejo     
38%  |   £ 10 .00
This exceptional liquid is incredibly popular 
in the local Cuban market but is only 
recently starting to make an appearance in 
Europe. This indulgent release has been aged 
in 180 litre oak casks, which the distillers say 
give it the distinctively light and subtle flavour 
profile. Drink neat and savour the classic aged 
rums notes perhaps with a fine cigar. 
Simply superb.

Ron  L a  Pro gress iva  13 
4 1%  |   £7 .00
Aged for over 10 years Hand-crafted by 
Bodega Vigia’s women ron maestros 
(rum distillers). It was created to be a sipping 
rum, and it most certainly lives up to that 
moniker. Seville marmalade, salty popcorn,
layers of caramel and chocolate, vegetal oak 
and allspice.

Cuba
Havana  Club  A ñ ejo  3 ye ar   
40%  |   £4 . 30
After three years this rum has gained not only 
an attractive straw colour but an incredible 
complexity. Accents of vanilla, caramelised pears, 
banana and oak on the nose are followed by 
smoky chocolate and vanilla. Mixed with fresh mint 
and lime this rum makes a true Cuban Mojito. 

Havana  Club  A ñ ejo  Esp ec i a l    
40%  |   £4 . 30
Selected white oak barrels are used for the 
second ageing adding spice and woodiness as 
well as orange and floral notes. Combined with 
homemade Demerara syrup, fresh lime and 
slapped mint, this rum is the base for our ever 
popular house Mojito and traditional Cuba Libre.   

Havana  Club  A ñ ejo  7 ye ar    
40%  |   £5 .20
First introduced to the public by legendary 
Cuban Maestro Ronero Don Jose Navarro this 
rum is made to be sipped. A blend of spirits 
between 7 and 14 years of age makes this 
rum incredibly smooth yet complex. Depth of 
sugarcane, tobacco, spice & vanilla. 

Havana Club Selec ción de  Maestros 
45%  |   £7 .00
Triple barrel aged and selected by the Maestro 
Roneros from only the finest aged rums. 
The colour is rich with amber and red. Toasted 
pecan, caramel & spice greet the nose followed 
by coffee, cocoa & tobacco balanced by a brown 
sugar sweetness on the palate. Oak from the 
barrel shines through for a long aftertaste. 

Havana  Clu b  Añej o  15 ye a r   
40%  |   £ 14 . 00
Havana Club Añejo 15 años is a limited edition 
for the passionate connoisseurs who know how 
to appreciate a rare and luxurious Cuban rum. 
Sitting proudly in the ‘Iconica’ range of 
exceptional rums, Havana Club 15 is comprised 
of a carefully selected blend of rums, featuring 
truly distinctive aromas and flavours to give the 
extra smoothness that is the top mark of top 
quality rum. Only producing 58 barrels a year, 
this truly is the pride of the Maestro Roneros. 
I personally recommend a Cohiba Siglo II cigar 
as the perfect match for a glass of the 15 year. 
A true taste of Cuba.

Havana Club Professional Edition A  
40%  |   £5 . 50
To mark the 200th Anniversary of El Floridita in 
Havana, Cesar Marti of Havana Club and 
Alejandro Bolivar of El Floridita have released two 
collaboration expressions of rum. Edition A is a 
blend of 3 white rums aged for up to 4 years and 1 
young Aguardiente for a fiery kick. This full bodied 
and exceptionally expressive white rum is perfect 
for a daiquiri – the cocktail synonymous with the 
mighty El Floridita.

Havana Club Professional Edition B  
40%  |   £5 . 50
The Second Expression in the new Pro range 
from Havana Club sees a blend of 3, 
7-year-old rums and 1 new base finished in 
smoky Islay Whisky barrels. Although this strong 
smoky finish has been seen before 
with the likes of Plantation’s Mackmyra cask 
which held Swedish whisky, the dryness and 
peated nature achieved from using Islay casks 
cuts through the rich fruity rum and allows the 
Havana versatility within cocktails such as an 
old fashioned or a Sazerac. A very welcome and 
mature addition to the range.
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Pacto Navio
40%  |   £7 .00
Pacto Navio is a lip-smacking Cuban rum that 
has been finished in Sauternes casks! The 
name refers to an 1815 treaty between France 
and Spain, and the Sauternes-cask finish is a 
reference to the trade ships that would leave 
Europe with holds packed with casks full of wine. 
On their way back from Cuba, the same casks 
would be filled with rum, allowing them to impart 
their intense sweetness on the spirit.

Santiago De Cuba Carta Blanca  
38%  |   £4 . 80
The Carta Blanca rum from Santiago de Cuba 
is Aged in white oak barrels, clean and elegant 
with touches of recently cut sugarcane and 
aged spirits, is a molasses-based rum which is 
initially aged in oak casks and filtered 
before bottling, removing the colour but 
not the flavour.
 

Sant iago  De  Cuba  8 ye ar Añejo   
40%  |   £5 .20
Ron Santiago de Cuba Añejo 8 Year 
Old has a noble and intense flavour due to 
its minimum 8 years of ageing in oak barrels, 
with its delicate aromas of tropical fruits, 
it is perfect for delicious cocktails or 
on the rocks.

Sant iago  De  Cuba 
1 1 ye ar Añejo  SUPER IOR   
40%  |   £6 .50
The Ron Santiago de Cuba Extra Añejo 11 
Years Old is a magical blend of the sweetness 
of sugarcane molasses and the subtle touch 
of the Maestros. Delicate aromas with vanilla, 
coconut and dry almond notes.

Sant iago  De  Cuba 
12 ye ar E x tra  Añejo   
40%  |   £7 . 50
This is the 12 year old expression from 
Santiago de Cuba’s range of rums. A well 
put-together expression from the Cuban 
distillers, aged in ex bourbon casks. Good 
helpings of thick, rich caramel and sweet fruits, 
finish of burnt sugar and a touch of banana.

Sant iago  De  Cuba  25 y e ar  
40%  |   £40 .00
Introduced to the range in 2005 to celebrate 
the 490th year of the city Santiago de 
Cuba’s founding. This really is a special 
occasion rum to be enjoyed with a Cuban cigar. 
Cigar tobacco, zesty orange and rich bitter 
chocolate are the first to hit you on the nose, 
followed by vanilla, toffee and more of the 
smoky tobacco. The bold palate is bound 
together by rich oak and butterscotch 
sweetness. 

Cuba
Legendar io  Ro n  D ora d o    
38%  |   £4 . 80
Legendario is one of the most popular rum brands 
in Spain and has been distilled in Havana since 
1946. The palate is powerful, soothing and 
balanced and this provides it with complexity 
and a pleasant texture, leaving mineral and 
fruity memories. 

Legendar io  El i x i r  De  Cuba    
34%  |   £4 . 80
This elegantly flavoursome edition is the heart of 
their range and is created using a blend of aged 
rum and raisin extract. It is quoted as being the 
richest, smoothest, sweetest, and most delicate 
rum produced on the whole island of Cuba.   

Legendar io  Añ ejo      
40%  |   £4 . 80
The perfect blend between deep and delicate. 
A blend of different aged Cuban rums up to 
6 years old, flavoured with a little Muscatel wine 
and filtered through carbon and silica sand. 
Sweet with notes of raisins, vanilla, molasses, 
orange and tobacco leaf. 

Black TeaRs Spiced 
40%  |   £5 .50
Cubans put emotion and passion into everything 
they do, including making rum. This one is 
inspired by the Cuban song Lagrimas Negras 
in which the story is told of a young woman who 
sobbed into a vat of rum. You will taste plenty of 
cacao, coffee and aji dulce, one of the most 
distinctive flavours in Cuban cuisine. It is the 
first dry spiced Cuban rum to hit the global 
market and has a very low sugar content for 
a spiced rum. 

Ro n  Cu bay  Añej o
38%  |   £4 . 80
A fantastic Cuban rum only recently to gain 
popularity in the UK. Aged for 7 years before 
bottling this expression has two flavours that 
shine above the others. Coffee and dry, buttery 
fudge grace the nose and palate from the 
outset with a warming heat reminiscence of 
pepper. Cracking straight up or with a mixer!

Ro n  Cu bay  10year Reserva Especial  
40%  |   £7 . 00
Vanilla! All the vanilla. Aged for over 10 years 
this rum has gained a beautiful toffee and honey 
sweetness with sweet vanilla on the nose, palate 
and finish. Overall... pretty good!

Eminente Reserva 7year  
4 1 . 3%  |   £6 . 50
Eminente Reserva 7 Year Old is a 
particularly snazzy Cuban rum, made with 
100% Cuban sugar cane. Bright and clean, 
but with plenty of complexity and depth as it 
develops on the palate, with rich coffee and 
tobacco notes sitting alongside fruity cherry 
and floral wafts.

Conde De Cuba 11year  
38%  |   £7 . 50
An 11 year old rum from Conde de Cuba, 
produced at the Ron Sevilla Factory in 
southeastern Cuba. It’s made entirely from local 
sugar cane, and the ageing process has imparted 
some rich, woody notes to the Cuban rum.

Conde De Cuba 15year  
38%  |   £ 1 1 . 00
Here we have a 15 Year Old rum from Conde 
de Cuba, produced at the Ron Sevilla Factory 
in southeastern Cuba. It’s presented in a half 
moon-shaped bottle to represent the shape 
of Cuba. A drizzle of caramel, with dry oak, 
roasted coffee bean, praline and lots of melted 
dark chocolate on the finish.
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GREATER Antilles
The Greater Antilles are a collection 

of the largest of the Caribbean islands 
accounting for over 90% of 
the Caribbean land mass. 

These include Cuba, 
the Cayman Islands, 
Hispaniola, Jamaica 

and Puerto Rico.  

-  C A R I B B E A N  - 

Greater Antilles

-  10  - -  1 1  -



Dominican Republic 
& HAITI

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
The wide range of distillers and styles of 
rum from the Dominican Republic can be 
attributed to the island’s diverse influences 
including Spanish, French, Haitian & African. 

This beautiful island is not only full of history 
and culture but still produces some of the most 
exciting and fine rums available on earth. 

Atl ant ic o  Gra n  Reserva   
40%  |   £5 .50
A quality golden rum from the Dominican aged 
for between 15 – 25 years. A combination of 
standard and solera cask gives this spirit great 
depth and superb versatility. Notes of dark 
berry, oak and vanilla.  A fun fact is that the 
Atlantico brand is endorsed by the singer 
Enrique Iglesias.  

Matusalem S ol era  7 ye ar    
40%  |   £5 .20
Sweet caramel and molasses are at the 
forefront of this rum. The sweetness is soon 
balanced by a touch of spice, spirit and 
woody notes. 

Matusalem 10 ye ar   C l a s i c o    
40%  |   £5 .50
Aged for 10 years this spirit has gained 
complexity and depth. Coffee, vanilla and 
coconut break through toffee sweetness. 
Toasty oak and nutmeg finish this smooth 
and exceptional rum. 

Matusalem G ra n d  Reserva  15 ye ar      
40%  |   £6 .00
The Matusalem brand originated in Cuba, an 
allusion that remains on the label as “the Spirit 
of Cuba,” and migrated to the Dominican 
Republic at the outset of the revolution. 
The rum is molasses-based, aged in a solera 
system and bottled with an average age of 15 
years. This sumptuous Spanish style rum gives 
notes of butterscotch on the palate followed 
by a spicy woody finish. 

Matusalem 23 Solera Grand Reserva   
40%  |   £9 .50
Matusalem 23 Gran Reserva Rum is aged in 
a traditional solera system. Produced in the 
Dominican Republic, the company’s history 
goes back to 1872. A rich and toasty rum that’s 
perfect for sipping by the fire on a cold evening. 

Bru gal  Bl anc o  E x tra  Dry    
40%  |   £4 . 30
A triple distilled rum aged between 2 and 5 
years in ex-bourbon American oak casks. 
Sophisticated and dry with fruit and coconut. 
Tonic and a twist of lime work a treat. 

Bru gal  Añej o         38%  |   £4 . 30
Probably the most famous rum from the 
Dominican Republic. Smooth & dry with buttery 
toffee, pepper and spice. Dark sugar and oak 
makes for a very smooth finish.

Bru gal  1888         40%  |   £6 .50
A special edition from Brugal which has been 
both double distilled and double aged. The first 
maturation takes place in American oak before 
being transferred to sherry casks for finishing. 
Rich toasty oak, dried fruits, honey and wood 
smoke with a touch of leathery sweetness.  

Bru gal  X V          38%  |   £5 .50
Blended from a combination of rums from ex 
Bourbon & ex Pedro Ximanez casks this spirit 
has a wonderfully balanced sweetness. Notes 
of coffee and nutmeg make this a great match 
for a piece of strong dark chocolate. 

Ro n  Barcelo  Gran  Añej o          
3 7 . 5%  |   £5 . 20 
Hugely popular in Spain this rum is well 
balanced, sweet and full bodied. Honey and 
chocolate notes are lifted by the warming spice 
of black pepper and cinnamon. Very smooth on 
a couple of lumps of ice with a squeeze of lime.

Ro n  Barcelo  Imper ial           
38%  |   £5 . 50 
This award winning rum has never really taken 
off in the UK but like the Gran Anejo is a big 
hit in spain. Aged between 4 and 10 years this 
cracking blend has gained plenty of sticky fruit 
and dark sugar on the palate with more 
delicate hints of apple, nuts & spices. 

Ron Barcelo Imperial Premium Blend  
43%  |   £ 14 . 00 
30 years in production this rum is a blend of 
private reserves set aside and extra aged for 
two years. Think rum & raisin ice cream with 
chocolate and fresh red berries. Very good!

HAITI
This stunning country originally populated by indigenous Taino people was another of those ‘discovered’ in 
1492 by Christopher Columbus. Now sharing a border with the Dominican Republic it occupies the western 
three-eighths of the island. Unfortunately known internationally for being one of the most corrupt countries on 
earth it does also cultivate and export some of the most incredible plants and products including vetiver, used to 
make perfumes and oils and of course incredible sugarcane. Unfortunately, Barbancourt, the most popular 
Haitian rum up until recently, has become much harder to find, however Haiti has hundreds of micro distilleries - 
531 to be exact. Below are some examples of the very finest fresh sugarcane rums available. All are still produced 
from un-hybridised sugar cane, organic farming, spontaneous fermentation and unfiltered distillation. 

Duncan  Taylor  Barbanc ourt      
54 . 4%  |   £9 .50
Don’t be deceived by the pale straw colour.  
This heavy hitting, Haitian liquid is full of 
flavour.  Herbal with a hint of spice on the 
nose compliments a luscious creamy mouth 
feel with notes of vanilla and black pepper.

Cl a ir in  Le  Ro cher    
46 .5%  |   £7 .00
Clairin or in Creole ‘Kleren’ means ‘the rum of 
the poor’ however this name is more attributed 
to the traditional production values as 
opposed to the quality of the product. 
Virtually nothing during production methods 
has changed from the African traditions and 
these days are looked upon as actually 
forward thinking and sustainable instead of 
underdeveloped. This particular variety is 
produced by Bethel Romulus in the village of 
Pignon. Exciting clove & exotic spice lead the 
way with some sweet vanilla, cane and coconut.

Cl a ir in  Sajous     
54 . 3% |  £7 .00
Michel Sajous’ Chelo distillery resides in Saint 
Michel de l’Attalaye where his family has been 
cultivating 30 hectares of sugarcane since 
1960. Brilliantly the spent cane or bagasse is 
burned to fuel the distilling process. This is also 
produced using cane known as ‘crystal’ one of 
the only varieties used in Martinique owing to 
the appellation. Freshly cut grass is at the 
forefront of the flavour, with brown sugar, 
nutmeg, chocolate and dried herbs.  

Cl a ir in  Cas imir  
48 . 3%  |   £7 .00
Named after Faubert Casimir a second 
generation distiller in the region of Barraderes. 
Situated far from what we would consider 
civilization, the roads are made from Bagasse 
and there is no bar or restaurant in sight. 
Simply 13 tiny distilleries. This particular rum is 
made from 2 types of sugar cane but what 
really makes Casimir’s rums stand out is he 
often adds citronella leaves, Cinnamon and 
Ginger in the fermentation process. Plenty of 
herbaceous, grassy cane, Chartreuse like 
medicinal notes and hot ginger beer.   

Cl a ir in  Vaval  
5 1 . 1%   |   £7 .00
Produced in the South in Cavaillon in Arrawaks 
distillery by Fritz Vaval. He owns 20 hectares 
of land planted with sugarcane and as with all 
Clairin it is cultivated naturally. It is distilled in 
a very unusual still indeed. A continuous copper 
column still is pretty regular until you find out 
the trays are made of leather! Incredible spicy 
stuff with clove and cumin. Sweet lime and 
Vanilla are balanced by a dryer and slightly 
salty finish.    

Prices per 25ml
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Appleton  Estate  ESTATE  S i g n atur e    40%  |   £4 . 80
The flagship rum from Appleton has previously been known as V/X and Signature Blend.  Produced in the 
Nassau Valley on one of the only rum estates that claims a terroir and has been producing rum nonstop for 
265 years A blend of 15 rums at an average of 4 years old. Sweet with honey and marzipan flavours. Citrus, 
especially orange and dry apricot breaks through for a smooth fruity end. A quality base to give fruity 
cocktails an extra element. 

Appleton  Estate  8  ye a rs  old  Reserve   43%  |   £5 .20
This 8 year old was crafted by Master Blender Joy Spence to commemorate the 250th anniversary of
Appleton. It blends pot and column still rums which are tropically aged for a minimum of 8 years. 
This fantastic blend boasts flavours of honey, toffee, oak spice and a hint of caramelised nuts. 
It will be hard to find better value for money. 

Appleton  Estate  Ra re  Ca sks  12 ye a r  43%  |   £5 .50
Aged for a minimum of 12 years this rum has a deep bronze hue. The flavour profile is bold adding molasses, 
cocoa and oak to the palate in comparison to the younger expressions. One to savour!

Appleton  Estate  15 Ye ar  R iver  casks   43%  |   £9 .00
A nice surprise for those of you on the in with rum knowledge here. Absolutely none of this was produced 
for the British market. In fact, none of it was produced for anywhere other than Canada. So, you find 
probably the only bottle of it here at Cubana. A beautiful balance between the 12 year and the 21 year. 
It softly leans towards the 12 maintaining that Rich ‘Funk’. Holding the classic vegetal nature, it also 
presents some woodiness as well as caramel and that ‘petrol’ you so often find in Jamaican rum. 
Worth a try while you can!!

Appleton  Estate  2 1 Ye ar Nassau  Valley  casks    43%  |   £ 15 .00
Aged for a minimum of 21 years in oak barrels. Nutmeg, Molasses and wood. 
A superb purity and elegance for such an old spirit. One of the greats!

BerryBros  and  Rudd  Jamaica  14 yE AR     46%  |   £9 .50
From the Monymusk distillery, this is without a doubt one of our most exciting Jamaican rums. 
It has an attractive light gold hue and aromas of molasses, smoke and tar. 
The complex palate is layered with initial tropical ripe fruits and a velvety smooth finish.  

Hampden  ESTATE  8 yE AR           46%  |   £7 .00
Hampden have been producing rums for blends and independent buyers for a long while now 
however very rarely produce pure single rum to be released never mind of their own accord. 
The 46% and 60% are 2 new and exceptional expressions released in collaboration with legendary 
Italian bottlers Velier. This is simply everything Jamaican rum fans have been waiting for. 
Bags of funk and fruitiness from these high ester experts but dangerously caramelly and smooth.

Hampden  ESTATE  OVERPRO OF                                    60%  |   £9 .50
The big brother of the 46% certainly doesn’t disappoint. Produced as a single pure rum with 
wild fermentation, no added sugar or colour and a huge amount of molasses, funk, pineapple, 
mango and intense estery fruit. This is just great!
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Jamaica
With 2.8 Million people Jamaica is one of the largest Caribbean countries but famed for being 
very relaxed. Originally under Spanish rule before being conquered by England in 1655 the 
production of rum has maintained many of its Spanish influences. Pungent, Powerful,  
Sweet and full of ‘Funk’ these rums are consumed like water in Jamaica however over here 
maybe require a little more care. 

Prices per 25ml
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Rum Bar  OVERPRO OF       63%  |   £5 .20
This is Rum Bars direct counter to everyone’s favourite Wray and Nephew. This is made entirely at Worthy Park 
from unaged pot still rum and this is evident as soon as you take the cap off. Strong, pungent sugarcane and 
‘Funk’ emanates from the bottle. It smells like the freshly cut plantation it came from. On the palate it is hugely 
rich…. definitely one to mix. The amount of tropical fruit including Banana, Papaya and tangy pineapple is 
enormous. This is certainly one of the finest additions to a Tiki cocktail!

SMITH  &  CROSS              5 7%  |   £5 .50
This pure pot still rum is a mix of heavy bodied Wedderburn style rum and medium bodied Plummer*. 
Bottled at navy strength, this has bags of tropical fruit and a touch of yeast making it a great base 
for cocktails, however it can also be sipped like a scotch. Very rich, warming and will take you straight to 
Jamaica on the palate. 

*Wedderburn & Plummer refer to types of classification of rums at certain ester levels usually measured in grams per hectolitre of absolute 

alcohol or g/hL AA. Plummer 150 – 200. Wedderburn 200 – 300.

J.Wray & Nephew WHITE  OVERPRO OF     63%  |   £5 .20
The most popular rum in Jamaica accounting for the majority of its sales. A very powerful rum 
with sugarcane and plenty of spirit on the nose and palate before softening out with tropical fruit, banana 
and coconut. Fantastic to add some power to a classic Caribbean cocktail. To be approached with caution!

Worthy  ParK  S ingle  Estate  Reserve            45%  |   £7 .00
Here we have a very enticing addition to our Jamaica range. On the nose it is almost reminiscent 
of a single malt whiskey but with hints of chocolate, toffee and coconut. Not as aggressive as most 
Jamaican rums, as you take a sip you will be immediately soothed by soft notes of vanilla and 
fudge followed by a light lingering spice. 

Worthy  ParK  Reserve Port Cask F in ish            45%  |   £8 .00
A fruity, spicy Worthy Park rum that has been finished in ex-ruby port casks, creating layers
 of vibrant berries and baking spices throughout the palate.

Mezan  Jama i ca n  XO           40% |   £6 .00
A blend of rums aged from 4 to 23 years from Monymusk and Hampden distilleries in Jamaica. 
After blending it is then re-casked to marry the flavours. Pungent and sweet with subtle spice 
and banana. 

Pl antat ion  Xayma ca  SP EC I A L  DRY         43% |   £6 .00
Pronounced ‘Ja – Mai – Yaka’ this expression is a relatively new addition to the exceptional 
Plantation portfolio. This shows off the classic Jamaican funk and heavily relies on the use of 
its 2 legendary pot stills from Long Pond and Clarendon in Jamaica. This is then tropically aged 
for between 1 and 3 years in ex-bourbon casks before another year continentally aged in ex-cognac casks. 
Dry at first to the taste with stone fruit, pineapple and bitter orange. This is followed by some rich allspice 
and coconut.

Pl antat ion  Ja ma i ca     45 . 2%  |   £7 .00
Distilled in the same 2 stills as the above Xaymaca. The John Dore from Long Pond and the Vendome from 
Clarendon. This however has been much more heavily aged. It first spends 12 years in the tropics in bourbon 
casks followed by up to 2 years in France in Ferrand casks. This is much more earthy and complex than 
the Xaymaca with dry and even tannic qualities. Notes of oak, coffee and sweet nuts are prominent.

Rum Bar  GOLD           40%  |   £4 . 80
A lesser known expression on our shores and not much to look at in the bottle however, Rum bar is produced 
at the mighty Worthy Park distillery and the liquid is way beyond its price point. A blend of pot still rums aged 
in ex Jack Daniel white oak barrels for a minimum of 4 years. This is a ‘kicky’ rum with booze prominent on 
the nose but also soft enough to satisfy those who aren’t hardened drinkers. Caramel and BBQed banana are 
amongst the first notes present with soft Vanilla shining through. This is seriously good stuff for the money.  
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PUERTO  RICO
Bacard i  Car ta  Bl a n cA  
37 . 5%  |   £4 . 30
Originally from Cuba and probably the world’s 
most well known white rum. Dry and smooth 
with tropical fruits, almond and vanilla. Very 
versatile and a smooth base to many cocktails.  

Bacard i  Car ta  Oro  
40%  |   £4 . 30
The golden rum from Bacardi. Very smooth 
and mellow. Serve with plenty of ice and a long 
fruity mixer.

Bacard i  Añejo  Cuatro  
40%  |   £4 . 80
The newest addition to the Bacardi premium 
range bridging the age gap before the Ocho. 
Aged for 4 years in the Caribbean it offers up 
spicy clove and oak with sweet vanilla and 
grassy honey. As Bacardi recommends, this 
goes superbly well with Ginger ale and some 
fresh lime.

Bacard i  RESERVA  O cho  
40%  |   £5 . 20
A fantastic 8 year expression from Bacardi. 
On the edge of being too sweet however with 
a lump of ice this is complex and refined. Rich 
dried fruits, oak and vanilla fill the mouth. This 
can stand proudly on the top shelf.  

Bacard i  Reserva  L im itada  
40%  |   £ 15 . 00
A powerhouse of a rum and Bacardi’s finest 
hour. Rare to find but a must to try. A splendid 
blend of well aged Puerto Rican rums resulting 
in an oaky and complex spirit with bags of fruit 
and sweet vanilla. Very very special. 

Bacard i  Facu nd o  Neo     40% |  £6 .50
A silver rum from Bacardi’s new premium range 
created in honour of Don Facundo Bacardi 
Mass. who bought the first small distillery on 
the 4th February 1862 in Santiago de Cuba. 
This expression is aged for up to eight years. 
Beautifully balanced with notes of banana, 
almonds and freshly cut grass, this is great
on the rocks or in cocktails.

Bacard i  Facund o  E X IMO 
40%  |   £7 .00
The 10 year expression from the Facundo 
range. Medium-bodied and spicy with notes 
of cinnamon, nutmeg and vanilla.

Bacard i  HER ITAGE       4 4 . 5% |  £6 .00
A tribute to the classic Bacardi created by 
Don Facundo the founder on the 100th year 
anniversary of the Daiquiri. A beautifully 
smooth and rich white rum which very 
honestly does make a superb daiquiri. 

CAL ICHE                      40%  |   £6 .50
A superb new edition to the white rum world 
from the Serralles Family Distillery in Ponce, 
Puerto Rico. A well-aged white rum consisting 
of 3yr, 4yr, 5yr and a Solera system rum in the 
blend. Beautifully Creamy with vanilla and oak. 
Very clean and full bodied.

D on  Q  GOLD                  40%  |   £4 . 80
The first in the aged range from Don Q at the 
Serralles Family Distillery. Distilled in column 
and aged for between 2 and 5 years in white 
American oak. Don Q are also very against the 
use of additives and this is no exception with 
no additives detectable. Vanilla and caramel at 
the forefront coupled with its smooth but boozy 
bite make this cracking/dangerously drinkable 
with a big glug of cola. 

D on  Q  Añejo                40%  |   £5 .20
The Don Q range is very well received in Puerto 
Rico itself which is the best advert you can get. 
This is the third in the range aged for between 
3 and 8 years in white American oak. 
This ageing has allowed the liquid to gain a 
beautiful oaky finish and a syrupy mouthfeel. 
A long and spicy finish makes this a fantastic 
warming sipper equally at home in a mule or 
a Cuba Libre.  

D on  Q  Vermouth  Cask               
40%  |   £5 .50
Finishing it’s ageing process in Mancino 
Vecchio Italian oak casks gives this rum a very 
unique presence. Bitter herbs and anise 
hit the nose and stewed cherries and honey
on the tongue.    

D on  Q  Barrel  Sp iced               
40%  |   £5 .50
A warm and rich spiced rum. A robust texture 
and the flavours of spices like vanilla, cinnamon 
and caramel slowly give way to oaky notes and 
a touch of toasted coffee.                

Sugarcane was first introduced to Puerto Rico in 1515 from 
Hispaniola quickly followed by the first ox-powered sugarmill 
8 years later. After this many water powered mills popped up all 
over the island and produced raw sugar until the mid 19th century. 

Today Puerto Rican rums are crisp and clean, similar to those of 
Cuba, and some of the most widely known and popular in the world. 
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ANTIGUA
Engl ish  Harb our  5 YE AR    40%  |   £5 .50
This multi-award winning expression is a true taste of the Caribbean. Apricot and other stone fruit 
are matched with spicy notes. Really good as a Tiki base!
 

Engl ish  Harb our  RESERVE  10 YE AR 40%  |   £7 .00
A well aged Antiguan rum between 10 and 25 years old. Plenty of molasses and dark sugar 
with touches of smoke and toffee. Fresh coffee and tropical fruits follow for a powerful but exciting palate. 
The finish becomes more refined with cigar and a little floral kick. Ace stuff!  

BARBADOS
Barbados is a stunning 432 square kilometre island country situated in the Lesser Antilles of the 
Caribbean just 168km away from St Lucia. Sugar cane was introduced after the English arrived in 
1627 and Barbados quickly became known as the leading sugar industry in the world. 
To this day it is home to 2 of the most desirable rum Brands and distilleries in the world. Mount Gay, 
the oldest commercial rum distillery on earth established in 1703, and Foursquare, established in 
1920 and the most awarded rum distillery in the world.  

Barbad os  10 YE AR Berry  Bros .  &  Rudd      46%  |   £7 . 50
Berry Bros. & Rudd are pretty legendary in the fine Rum world and for very good reason. This cracking ten 
year expression upholds their name. Expect tons of tropical fruit with nutmeg, orange, toast and cinnamon. 

C o ckspur  F ine  Rum    3 7 . 5%  |   £4 . 30
One of the world’s most popular Bajan rums. A dry, crisp & versatile rum made with
 coral filtered water and aged on the shore of Barbados.
 

C o ckspur  V.S .O .R .  43%  |   £7 .00
V.S.O.R. stands for Very Special Old Rum and is made with the oldest reserves from the distillery. 
Very hard to find in the UK this beautiful expression is a rich Mahogany colour with plenty of Vanilla, 
Spice and Oak on the palate.  

Mount  Gay  Ecl ipse  40%  |   £4 . 80
From one of the world’s oldest rum distilleries established in 1703 this is their flagship rum. 
A standard by which many golden rums are held. Apricot and banana are evident within a 
bright smoky palate. 

Mount  Gay  X .O  43%  |   £7 .00
Aged for a minimum of 8 years this rum exudes elegance. Toast, vanilla & ripe banana. 
Rich and oaky with a long, smooth finish. 

Mount  Gay  Bl ack  Barrel  43%  |   £5 .50
The Black Barrel is double aged, the final ageing taking place in deeply charred ‘black’ bourbon barrels. 
This creates bold rum with toasty oak and plenty of warm spice. 

Mount  Gay  1 703  43%  |   £ 1 7 .00
Allen Smith, Master Blenders finest rum. Over 40 blends to reach the final exceptional spirit were needed. 
Beautifully balanced vanilla, caramel and spice with a long and well rounded finish. 

LESSER Antilles
A long arc of small and partly volcanic 
islands consisting of 21 island states 
creating the eastern boundary between 
the Caribbean Sea and Pacific Ocean. 

These islands are categorised into 
three groups. The two main groups are the 
Windward Islands in the south and the 
Leeward Islands in the north. The third 
is the Leeward Antilles in the west. 
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Pl antat ion  Barbad os  42 .8%  |   £9 .00
A blend of rums aged for 11 years in Bourbon casks before being extra aged for 2 years in Cognac casks. 
Vibrant Caribbean fruits including plantain and pineapple are mixed with cinnamon and curry leaves for 
an aromatic and exciting nose. Rich pastry, reminiscent of an almond plait with orange and vanilla slice. 
Certainly complex and exciting. 

Pl antat ion  Gran  ReservE  5 YE AR 40%  |   £6 .00
Aged for 3 or 4 years in Barbados in ex – bourbon casks before being refined in French oak casks at 
Chateau de Bonbonnet. Its typically Barbadian succulent nose reveals notes of toasted coconut, 
fudge and oaky vanilla. 

Re al  M cC oy  12 YE AR         40%  |   £7 .00
The outstanding range of rums from the Real McCoy named after Bill McCoy who was a Prohibition-era 
rum runner. He ran a legal floating liquor store 3 miles off the coast of New York in international waters 
but the most impressive thing is that he never adulterated his products. Like all Foursquare rums 
Real McCoy has zero added colours or flavours. Buttery and rich with oaky spice, chocolate and cigar box. 
Smoked butter and caramel finishes off this awesome rum. 

R .L  Se al’s  10 YE AR          43%  |   £6 .00
Designed and produced by Richard Seale at Foursquare and named after his late, great grand-father 
Reginald Leon Seale who founded the company in 1926. This expression comes in a superb bottle based 
on old leather flasks and has a wonderful thumb print to make drinking from the bottle more comfortable 
however still not recommended! The liquid content is superb also. Typically, tropical fruit wafts from the 
cork however on first sip you realise this is drier than expected. Spicy notes like peppercorn are present 
but exceptionally well balanced with touches of vanilla, banana and chocolate. A stunning and complex 
rum that will surprise you over and over again. 

Rum S ix t y  S ix  Family  Reserve  40%  |   £6 .00
Produced as with many Bajan rums by the mighty Foursquare distillery. Aged for a minimum of 12 years 
in small white oak ex – bourbon casks. This rum presents bold dried fruits including prunes and raisins 
as well a good whack of tropical fresh fruit in there. Vanilla on the nose and plenty of oak at the finish. 
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Mount  Gay  O r i g i n s  43%  |   £ 18 . 00   50ml
For £18 you receive two 25ml measures of Mount Gay Rum. Both are identical in every 
way other than one was distilled in a Pot-Still and the other in a Column. One is rich and full 
bodied whilst the other refined and more delicate. Can you tell us which is which?

Mount Gay The Port Cask Expression 55%  |   £ 14 . 00
This expression from Mount Gay’s Master Blender Collection brings together rum distilled 
in a column still aged entirely in tawny Port casks with rums from pot stills initially aged 
in American whiskey casks before being finished in tawny Port casks.

D o orlys  XO  40%  |   £5 . 50
Aged for at least 6 years before finishing in Oloroso sherry cask. 
Complex for a youngish rum with a full bodied, sweet and rich palate. 

D o orlys  3 Ye ar 40%  |   £4 . 80
A crisp white rum from Foursquare in Barbados. A versatile cocktail rum with 
plenty of pineapple and coconut. 

D o orlys  5 YE AR 40%  |   £5 . 20
An excellent golden rum from R.L. Seales, as at home being sipped or mixed. 
Spice, pepper and soft, dark sugar with a touch of wood from the barrel. 

D o orlys  8 YE AR   40%  |   £5 . 50
A brilliant 2016 edition to the Foursquare range with dried fruits, rich toffee and 
classic Bajan spice. A fantastic way to beef up a long tropical fruit cocktail. 
Why not upgrade a Piną Colada!

D o orlys  12 YE AR   40%  |   £6 . 00
A full flavoured, golden rum with plenty of tropical fruit and apple. 
An impressive, rich rum to be sipped on the rocks.

D o orlys  14 YE AR   48%  |   £7 . 50
The ever-loved Doorlys range has now been extended! The 12yr has been loved through the rum 
community for years and the new flagship does not disappoint. Deep rich amber on the eye with a delicate 
smoky aroma. Bags of toffee apple, tobacco and spice envelop the pallet. Really awesome after dinner.  

NEPTUNE  XO              40%  |   £5 . 20
Hailing from Foursquare this was always going to be good but in 2018 this scooped more awards than any 
other rum. A blend of 3, 5 and 8-year-old rums from Ex bourbon American oak and diluted to a relatively 
low 40% in comparison to many other Foursquare releases. A good level of warming spice and well laced 
fruit cake are present here. The mouthfeel is syrupy however there is a fresh flavour of coconut water and 
firm plantain break it up. A really nice Bajan addition that you can sip all day long.

Pl antat ion  XO              40%  |   £7 . 00
The 20th anniversary Barbados rum from Plantation. The stunning bottle is only the beginning of the 
qualities of this rum. First aged in ex bourbon Caribbean casks then moved to small French Oak casks. 
A smooth and creamy spirit that reveals notes of Oak, Vanilla and aged cigar tobacco. Cocoa and
toasted coconut is also present. For a perfect serve pour a large measure into a glass and
light a Cuban cigar.
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Guadeloupe
Bielle ,  2008   Rhum V ieux  Agr ic ole     54 . 8%  |   £ 12 .00
Although technically part of Guadeloupe, which is an overseas region of France, this beautifully 
presented rum is created on Marie – Galante just south of Guadeloupe and north of Dominica. 

The sugarcane was introduced by Columbus on his second voyage and by the 19th Century was 
known as the ‘island with a hundred mills’ as there was literally that many pressing sugarcane. 

This beautifully bottled descendant of that sugarcane is steeped in History and has the flavour profile to 
prove it. Bags of tropical pineapple, guava and caramel are balanced with oak and chocolate
A perfect after dinner rum.

Karukera  Reserve  Spec iale     42%  |   £7 .00
A very special aged golden rhum agricole distilled from fresh sugar cane juice on the island of 
Guadeloupe in the French Antilles. This blend of rhum agricole (over five years old) has been 
exclusively matured in small barrels that have previously contained bourbon. The nose is dense, 
the attack spicy with notes of cloves and pepper.
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Fours quare  SP I CED     3 7 . 5% |  £6 . 00
An expressive and incredibly well balanced rum avoiding the usual heavy vanilla.
Warm butterscotch is followed up with candied ginger, nutmeg and cinnamon.
Touches of almond and cloves dissipate into soft spices.

St.  N ichol as  A bbey  W h i te  40%  |   £6 . 00
St. Nicholas Abbey has been producing rum for over 350 years and the expertise really shines through. 
This crystal clear rum is creamy, full of depth and in my opinion a shame to mix. Fresh sugarcane and spirit 
on the nose and marshmallow, vanilla and coconut on the palate. 

St.  N ichol as  A bbey  5 YE AR 40%  |   £8 . 00
Made from sugarcane pressed on the estate on which it is grown. American oak aged for over 
5 years creates this fruity rum with a good hit of spice. 

St.  N ichol as  A bbey  10 YE AR 40%  |   £ 12 . 00
This Bajan ten year expression is aged for up to 12 years and bridges the gap between 5 and 
15 year expressions. Complex and fresh with a little more leather and oak than the 5 year. 

St.  N ichol as  A bbey  15 YE AR 40%  |   £ 16 . 00
A totally unblended, hand bottled rum. Sealed with a beautiful mahogany cork and mahogany
 in colour this spirit is full of oaky complexity and a rich tropical fruit bouquet. Outstanding.

Prices per 25ml Prices per 25ml
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TR IOS  R IV IERS  Bl anc    50%  |   £5 .20
One of the rums that kickstarted my love for 
strong fruity white Agricole’s. Loads of fresh 
grassy sugarcane, banana and coconut yet 
surprisingly soft and creamy. Fills the mouth 
with spicy pepper and pungent alcohol. 
A really fun way to get really drunk. 

RhuM J .M  Agr ic ole  Bl anc 
50%  |   £5 .20
A high strength powerful rum that shows off all 
of its sugarcane. Tropical fruits on the nose and 
palate make this a superb addition to exotic 
cocktails. 

Rhum J .M  Gold           50%  |   £5 .50
Naturally aged in re-charred Bourbon barrels 
for a period of 12 months. Raw sugarcane and 
warm gingerbread flavours are softened by 
hints of vanilla and hazelnuts from its limited 
time in the barrel. 

Rhum J .M  V intage  2003 
4 4% |   £ 13 .00
This single-vintage rum has been aged in 
re-charred ex-bourbon barrels. Distilled in 
2003, this is a rich and full-bodied agricole 
with notes of walnuts, pecans brown sugar, 
leather and tobacco. One of the finest 
agricoles you can get your hands on!

Rhum J .M  2005  S ingle  Barrel 
4 4 .3% |   £ 1 1 . 00
This unique single barrel was selected to 
commemorate the 40th anniversary of 
Amathus Drinks. The dark pecan hue is 
complemented by aromas of apricots and 
grapes. The taste is almost comparable to 
a dessert wine.

Rhum J .M  X .O             45%  |   £7 . 50
Aged in 100% re-charred Bourbon barrels this 
rum has developed a superb bouquet and huge 
depth of flavour. Lemon, nut and sage on the 
nose, with cinnamon, nutmeg and pepper on 
the  palate. Note of a sticky Caribbean black 
cake. 

Grenada
Cl arkes  C ourt  OLD  GRO G   
40%  |   £6 .00
A multi award winning rum from Clarkes Court 
on Grenada who have been producing rum    
using dark molasses since 1937. The word 
G.R.O.G was stamped to identify the king’s rum 
and is the abbreviation of his name, Georgius 
Rex Old Grenada. Plenty of tropical fruit, spice 
and oak on the palate really will transport you 
to the Caribbean. 

Westerhall  Estate 
2003  –  Br istol  Sp ir its          
43%  |   £ 10 .00
Westerhall Estate is one of the most fertile in
the caribbean and produces cocoa and
bananas as well as sugarcane. Produced in a 
column still this rum has plenty of soft fruit with 
well integrated oaky notes. Sweet and delicate 
and easy to drink a few too many.  

Westerhall  Estate  N O3   
40%  |   £4 . 80
The youngest of the collection from the 
infamous Westerhall estate. Very few go as 
well with an ice cold ginger ale.  

Westerhall  Estate  N O5
43%  |   £5 .20
The second expression from the new Grenadian 
range is destined to be in a coconut cocktail. 
Butter, honey and spice in this rum paired with 
a squeeze of coconut puree will make you feel 
on holiday instantaneously. 

Westerhall  Estate  N O7 
40%  |   £5 .50
The 7 year has developed a rich caramel base 
with a hint of spice. This is fantastic in a long 
fruity drink in the summer or served warm in the 
colder months. Ask for a measure with fresh 
orange, brown sugar and nutmeg!

Westerhall  Estate  N O10 
40%  |   £6 .00
The final statement from Grenada. Rich 
molasses and spice allow this to be sipped 
all day long. In the west indies it is combined 
with fresh Coconut juice.

Martinique
J Bally  Bl an c             50 %  |   £ 5 .20
A high strength white agricole from one of the 
oldest distilleries in Martinique. Un-aged from 
fresh sugarcane juice. Crisp dry rum with fresh 
cane, spicy ginger and winter berries. A long 
warming finish. 

J  Bally  Ambre            45%  |   £ 5 .20
A fantastic amber agricole perfect on the 
rocks. Lots of wood and sugarcane.

J  Bally  M ills i me  20 0 0 
43%  |   £8 .00
A visually stunning vintage rhum from 
J Bally. Rich mahogany colour and a flavour 
profile that lives up to the aesthetic. Syrupy 
and woody with plenty of warming sugarcane.

Clement  V.S .O .P.          40 %  |   £ 6 .00
Aged for a minimum of four years in virgin 
Limousin barriques and re-charred Bourbon 
casks. Warm caramel, exotic spice, and dried 
fruit aromas lead into nutty coconut, banana, 
and dried fruit flavours. Charred, woody 
sugarcane, peppery spices and delicate wet 
minerals. Well refined and exciting!

Clement  V IEUX  Sel ect  Ba rrel
40% |  £5 .50
3 years in oak barrels make this rum rich and 
sweet with plenty of earthy and grassy notes.

Clement  X . O             4 4%  |   £9 .50
A superb spirit masterfully blended into one of 
the finest sipping rums available. Blended from 
very old rums this expression is rich, complex 
and yet well refined with plenty of wood, 
leather and cigar smoke. The sweetness is of 
honey and brown sugar with a well balanced 
refined finish of nutty dark honey. 

Clement  Canne  Bleu e    40% |  £5 .20
An exciting white agricole with white sugar, 
fresh sugarcane and a pleasantly smooth and 
creamy texture. Produced only from blue 
sugarcane this is an exceptional white rum 
in a class of its own. 

Clement  Creo le  Shru bb   
40%  |   £5 . 20
A superb blend of the finest white and aged 
agricole rum, married with macerated Créole 
spices and sun-bleached bitter orange peels. 

HSE  Rhu m Bl anc   
50%  |   £4 . 80
HSE or Habitation Saint-Etienne lies in the 
stunning and endlessly green Gros Morne 
district of Martinique. Relatively hard to find 
in Europe at the moment however becoming 
quickly more popular. This is a pungent, fresh 
and grassy rhum which shows off every aspect 
of the plantation and production process. 
A perfect base for a short, punchy tropical 
cocktail. 
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Angostura  5 YE AR         
40%   |    £4 . 80
After 5 years on oak casks this rum has 
developed a well balanced combination of 
vanilla, chocolate and toasty oak flavours. 
A powerful, rich rum which holds up well with 
a strong cocktail or mixer. 

Angostura  7 YE AR         
40%   |    £5 .20
The bold big brother of the 5 year with 
developed flavours of Maple, Honey, Chocolate 
and Oak. Works just as well sipped alone or in 
a rum heavy cocktail. 

Angostura  19 19        
40%   |    £5 .50
Skillfully blended from charred casks from 1919 
after they were purchased following a fire in 
1932. Long aged to give plenty of toasty oak. 
An exceptional well refined sipping rum. 

Angostura  1824        
40%   |    £7 .00
Aged for a minimum of 12 years in charred 
american oak ex-bourbon barrels then blended 
and re casked until optimum. Very special and 
very good with a cigar. 

Angostura  1 787        
40%   |    £9 .50
This super premium rum from Angostura is 
named after the year in which the first sugar 
mill was established in Trinidad. 
It is a careful selection and blend of 15 year old 
rums from charred oak barrels. The layer of 
flavours is extensive with banana, dried fruit 
and oak. The extra ageing also gives depth 
of sticky prune and toffee balanced by a little 
smoke and charred oak. The La Invicta 
Honduran Petit Corona Cigar is a superb 
match to boost the experience of this 
fantastic Trinidad expression. 
 

Angostura  No . 1  3 nd Ed It ion  
40%   |    £ 1 1 . 00
Aged for 10 years before being transferred to 
single use French Oak casks for an additional 
6 years of ageing. Layer after layer of delicate 
fruit and soft oak flavours. A very limited edition 
and exceptional sipping rum. 

Pl antat ion  Or ig inal  dark  
40%   |    £4 . 80
A blend of Trinidad brown rums matured in 
young bourbon casks. An elegant rum with soft 
smoke and carefully balanced banana, citrus 
and clove. A superb base for cocktails. 

Pl antat ion  P ine apple  – 
St igg ins  Fancy         
40%   |    £5 .20
Created for friends at Tales of the Cocktail 
2014 by Plantation cellar master, Alexandre 
Gabriel and Author of imbibe, David Wondrich 
you could say this rum went down quite well. It 
is now available in every self respecting rum bar 
and for good reason! Smoky charred pineapple 
is throughout the nose & palate with banana 
and spices. Touches of citrus and smoke give 
way to spice, clove and yet more pineapple. 
This is named as a tribute to Reverend Stiggins 
whose favourite drink was the ‘pineapple rum’ in 
the Pickwick Papers by Charles Dickens. 
From design, craft and taste this award winning 
rum is one of the most exciting spirits of the 
decade.  

Pl antat ion  Tr in idad  2003  
42%   |    £9 .00
A typical Trinidad style rum. Very well refined 
and elegant. A complex taste with cinnamon, 
candied orange and soft cooked molasses. 
Dangerously quaffable. 

St Vincent
SPARROWS ,  P remi um A g ed
40%  |   £5 .20
From Georgetown and our only rum from 
Sugar cane grown on the beautiful island 
of Guyana makes it’s way to the Sunset 
distillery on St.Vincent where it is crafted into 
this mid-edition rum. Aged for 7 years in ex 
bourbon barrels gives notes of butterscotch 
and toffee apples are followed by a woody and 
spicy finish. 

Sunset,  Very  Stron g  RuM
84 .5%  |   £6 .50
APPROACH WITH CAUTION. 
This exceptionally strong white rum won in the 
overproof category of the world rum awards 
in 2016. We advise taming this fiery liquid by 
adding it to your favourite cocktail. 
Only by mixing will you be able to bring out 
the flavours of tropical fruits and coconut. 

SUNSET,  Capta i n  Bl i g h  X .O .
40%  |   £6 .50
From Georgetown, St. Vincent, the Sunset is 
one of the smoothest on our menu. Punching 
well above its price point, this full bodied rum 
has loads of honey and fruit. Goes perfectly 
well on its own.

St Lucia
Pl antat io n  ST  LU C IA  E x treme  Nr .4          
58 . 9%  |   £ 15 . 00
From Plantation’s Extrême range comes 
a 13 year old rum produced in St. Lucia! 
This expression was distilled in column stills, 
and initially matured in bourbon barrels before 
being moved over to Ferrand French oak 
casks for two years.    

Cha irman’ s  Reserve , 
the  fo rgo t ten  casks     43% |  £6 .00
A limited edition rum blended from casks at 
St. Lucia that had been forgotten after a fire 
damaged the distillery in 2007. An older 
expression that has plenty of warmth and spice 
and compliments a good powerful cigar.

Cha irman’ s  Reserve       40% |  £4 .80
Blended from pot still and continuous still rums. 
A sweet fruity nose with brown sugar sweetness 
and spice on a creamy palate followed by dark 
fruits. A lovely sipping rum.

Cha irman’ s  Reserve  White    
40%  |   £4 . 80
Still aged and rich like the Reserve however it 
is then filtered to create this fruity clear rum. 

Cha irman’ s  Reserve  Sp iced  
40%  |   £5 . 20
A rich spiced rum with plenty of warmth, syrup 
and christmas cake qualities. Lovely to sip of 
mix with cola. 
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Pl antat ion  3  Sta rs  W h i te  Rum 4 1 . 2%   |    £4 . 80
3 Stars refers to the skilful blend of rums from Trinidad, Barbados & Jamaica. Layers of elegance 
and finesse come from Trinidad and Barbados with depth from Jamaica. Tropical fruits, brown sugar 
and banana underneath spice and floral notes. Delicate sugarcane creeps through at the end. 
Much more than a basic white rum!

Pl antat ion  O .F. T.D        69%  |   £6 . 00
Ask any passionate rum fan and all will rave about this new release from the masters at Plantation. 
Truly a cocktail bartenders favourite. Although apocalyptically strong and lacking subtlety the layers 
of flavour will simply astound. Standing for Old Fashioned Traditional Dark this rum has everything you 
would expect from an overproof blended rum from Guyana, Barbados and Jamaica. 
Rich and warming with spice, coffee, clove, orange and dark sugar. Awesome!  

Car ibes  Rhum,  C ompa g n i e  Des  I n des                    40%  |    £5 . 50
A blend of molasses-based rums from Trinidad, Barbados and Guyana. Aged for between three 
and five years in American white oak, this is sweet, fruity and complex. A real connoisseurs choice. 

The  Duppy  Sh a re                     40%  |   £4 . 80
The Duppy Share Rum is a blend of three-year-old Jamaican rum from Worthy Park distillery 
and five-year-old Bajan rum from the increasingly excellent and popular Foursquare Distillery. 
Aged in ex-bourbon barrels it has developed a tasty mix of tropical fruit and subtle oak flavours.
A great base for big fruity cocktails such as the coffee and coconut based ‘Bahama Mama’.
 

Banks ,  5  I sl and         43%  |   £6 .00
A blend of rums from five distilleries, each 
aged between three and twelve years then            
filtered to remove the colour. The rums are 
from Trinidad, Jamaica, Barbados, Guyana and 
some Batavia Arrack, a type of moonshine rum 
from Indonesia. A powerful. complex and well 
refined clear rum. 

Banks ,  7  Golden  Age   43% |  £6 .50
A blend of 23 different rums from seven 
different countries (Trinidad, Jamaica, Guyana, 
Barbados, Java, Panama and Guatemala).  
A stunning golden colour and a taste as 
sophisticated as its beautiful bottle. 

Pusser’s Original Admirality Blend                        
40%  |   £4 . 80
Inspired by the Admiralties blending recipe 
last used when the royal navy discontinued its 
daily rum ration on the 31st July 1970 known 
as Black Tot Day. Plenty of Demerara sugar, 
warming ginger spice and notes of rich fruit 
cake.

Pusser ’s  Gunpowder  Pro of
54 .4%  |    £6 .00
The original British Navy proof rum now 
rebranded. Made completely naturally from 
molasses unlike most other rums, this has no 
added flavouring. Notes of ginger and clove 
with a spirity kick and warming tobacco.  
An exceptional dark rum!                                                  

Pusser ’s  Sp iced          35%  |   £4 . 80
A late edition to the Pussers range. Made by 
macerating and resting spices in an unaged 
spirit. Like Caribbean cake this has orange, 
clove, nutmeg and plenty of warming Caribbean 
spice. Slips down with very little burn but plenty 
of ginger spice. 

Pusser ’s  15 YE AR         40%  |   £8 .00
A brand-new old rum from the mighty 
Pussers here. In a gorgeous new bottle is also 
a gorgeous new rum. Now made solely by 
Diamond Distillers in Guyana instead of a 
blend of rums from Trinidad and Guyana. 
Bags of dried fruit, Molasses, vanilla, toasted 
nuts and spicy wood are present in this rich 
copper coloured spirit. It is now a touch more 
pungent and drier with tannin and dare I say 
better than the original...

Embargo  Añejo  BlancO                    
40%   |    £5 .20
This Rum pushes the company’s blending 
skills to the limit, bringing together rums from 
Trinidad, Cuba and Guatemala, as well as 
agricole from Martinique. The rum is filtered 
to remove almost all of its colour, leaving just 
a pale yellow hue that gives some indication 
of its buttery, banana-y punchiness.

Embargo  Añejo  ExquisitO                    
40%   |    £5 .20
A combination of light molasses based rums 
from across the Caribbean and Agricole from 
Martinique. A lighter and subtley sweeter 
expression than the Embargo Esplendido. 
Plenty of sultana, pineapple, vanilla and hints 
of cinnamon. 

Embargo  Añejo  EsplendidO                    
40%   |    £6 .00
Similarly, to the Exquisito expect your favourite 
qualities from both molasses based rum and 
Agricole to come together to produce a luscious 
smooth sipping rum with a kick. Flavours of 
chocolate and honey drenched fruit notes are 
prominent with every sip. 

Sa iren ,  Dark  StonE                         
40%  |    £6 .00
SAIREN’s story is inspired by mythological tales 
of beautiful temptresses, with bewitching songs 
of heavenly pleasures. Mystifying dark aromas 
lure you in and fill your mouth with juicy bursts 
of wild and delicate cherries. Rich, plummy 
notes are complimented by beautifully sweet 
and floral flavours of cherry blossom.

Sa iren ,  E xot ic
40%  |    £6 .00
Delicately flavoured with guava, sweet 
pineapple, woody mango, floral jackfruit and 
creamy dragon fruit. This clearly spiced spirit 
will transport you to a Caribbean fruit shack on 
a beautiful warm and white sandy beach. 
A hint of spicy cardamom gives her a delightful 
little kick to dance all night. 

Sa iren ,  SP ICES  
40%  |    £6 .00
Clear to the eye, dark and decadent on the 
tongue. A luscious combination of silky-sweet 
chocolate with smooth Madagascan vanilla 
and creamy tonka bean create a truly seductive 
spirit. Her fiery side comes from allspice, clove, 
pink peppercorn with a dash of sea salt.

Caribbean Island Blends
A collection of rums from several Caribbean islands all blended 

to create a unique and balanced spirit.
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Sa ilor  Jerry ’s          40 %   |    £ 4 . 30
One of the most well known spiced rums 
available today and remodelled in 2010 to 
make it more versatile. Works well with ginger 
beer and fresh lime. 

Kraken                      40 %   |    £ 4 . 80
The iconic dark spiced rum from the Caribbean. 
Fantastic on its own, shaken into a fruity 
cocktail or just topped up with ice cold coke. 

Bl ack  Tot 
F inest  Car ib be a n  Rum    
46 .2%  |   £6 .50
Black Tot is a modern take on an old style of 
rum, inspired by more than three centuries of 
naval tradition. Bringing together the core 
components of British Naval rum, Black Tot is 
a fresh and fruity spirit that blows the cobwebs 
off the stylebook. Rather than the rich and dark 
style of the past, Black Tot layers elegant and 
fruity Barbados rum with rich and full-bodied 
Guyanan and funky Jamaican to create a rum 
that marries tropical fruit tones with a rich 
undercurrent of chocolate and coffee.

Bl ack  To t 
Master  Blender ’ s  Reserve    
54 . 5%  |   £ 13 . 00
Deliciously complex rum inspired by the Royal 
Navy’s tradition of perpetual blending, in which 
new casks would be added to older batches to 
create constantly evolving blends. At the heart 
of this release is a parcel of Black Tot 50th 
Anniversary that was filled into ex-Sherry casks 
for further maturation. This reserve was then 
married with rum from Jamaica, Barbados, 
Guyana and Trinidad – all aged between nine 
and 24 years. Also in the mix is a proportion 
of Australian rum, a first for Black Tot. 
The resulting blend has all the depth and 
richness we’ve come to expect with an added 
layer of citrus peel and tropical fruit.

Admiral  Verno n’ s 
O ld  J ,  Sp iced  Ru m    
40%  |   £4 . 80
One of the many spirits chasing after the 
flavour of the last generation of spiced rum, 
and one that comes pretty close. Rich and 
sweet with plenty of vanilla.

Admiral  Verno n’ s 
O ld  J ,  Sp iced  T ik i  F ire       
75 . 5%  |   £6 . 00
If you want a truly old – school spiced rum drink 
this….. With Caution! Sweet lime and spice is 
followed by rich vanilla and then a serious 
spirity kick. Far too easy to drink at this 
gravity but the effects are no different. 

Admiral  Vernon’s 
Old  J ,  GOLD                        
40%  |    £4 . 80
A worthy award winner in the spiced rum world. 
Aged for up to 3 years in the British Virgin 
islands it is then flavoured with a secret blend 
of spices including vanilla and Persian limes. 
The soft toffee notes balance beautifully with 
cola or ginger beer.

BUMBU                      
40%  |    £5 .50
In design and flavour this rum is a step above 
many other varieties. The bottle sports a 
wonderful inlaid metal cross and really fills you 
with confidence for the liquid within. Modelled 
on recipes from west Indian sailors in the 16th 
and 17th centuries this rum really doesn’t need 
to be mixed. Using sugarcane from across the 
Caribbean this is then distilled in Barbados and 
aged for up to 15 years. Very drinkable and very 
moreish.  

Equ iano 
or ig inal  rum         
43%  |   £6 .50
In a blend of rums from Gray’s distillery in 
Mauritius – aged in French limousin oak and 
and ex-Cognac casks – and Foursquare 
distillery in Barbados – aged in American white 
oak casks – this is a rounded and flavourful rum 
with a great balance between fruity sweetness 
and soft, oaky spice.

Equ iano  L IGHT  rum         
43%  |   £6 .00
An elegant, light blend of rums made in Africa 
and the Caribbean from Equiano. Aromas of 
vanilla, dried oak, garden herbs, tropical fruit 
and citrus fill the nose, complemented by notes 
of green apples, pears, pink grapefruit, vanilla 
and grassy sugarcane throughout the palate. 

VERITAS
47%  |   £5 .50
As stated in Roman mythology ‘Veritas’ is the 
Goddess of truth. The Latin word ‘Veritas’ is 
often used in the mottos and names meaning 
kindness, honesty and truthfulness. In turn 
this makes it the perfect name for this 
awesome new rum.  Produced with no additives 
whatsoever and completely unfiltered from the 
legendary distilleries of Hampden Estate in 
Jamaica and Foursquare in Barbados and 
bottled by the great Velier. Blended from 
unaged Pot and Coffey column still rums. 
It tastes as if Daiquiris were on the mind. 
Tropical fruits and creaminess like a white 
vanilla chocolate followed by molasses and 
fresh banana. This is one of the best ‘white’ 
rums in the world. Period.    
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CENTRAL 
AMERICA
BELIZE
Mezan  BEL IZ E  20 0 8               46%  |   £6 . 50
Another cracker from the ‘untouched rum’ company. Distilled near Belmopan in Belize in triple 
column still. This expression is aged in very heavily charred ex bourbon barrels and then finished 
in refill bourbon barrels. Oak and vanilla open up to reveal spicy yet smooth notes of tropical fruit 
and hazelnuts and a rich buttery finish.   

Pl antat ion  Guatema l a / Bel i ze  G ran  Anej o                               42%  |   £5 . 50
An impressive rum with a long colourful palate of flavours. Vanilla on the nose becomes woody 
and earthy with fresh coconut and a touch of liquorice. Smooth full bodied vanilla with oak 
develops into a soft and well defined, elegant finish.

RON  B otran  Reserva  Bl anc o    40%  |   £4 . 80 
Aged between 4 and 15 years in the solera system and utilising port, bourbon and sherry casks.
Quite a complex rum with dried fruit including dates and apricot followed up with clove spice and orange.
Can make a very exciting daiquiri.

RON  B otran  C OBRE   40%  |   £8 .00 
A brand new addition to the range however completely different. This is technically a spiced rum 
however rather than adding flavouring Botran have used 4 botanicals to add a sweetness and 
spiciness:- Vanilla, clove, cardamom and ginger. Very exciting indeed.  

RON  B otran  S olera  1893  18 YE AR  40%  |   £6 .50 
An older expression of the Reserva however using similar casks and aged between 5 and 18 years.
An exquisitely balanced rum with toasty oak, dried stone fruits and coffee. Sweet raisins, dates 
and caramel linger on the palate. 

RON  B otran  12 Ye ar Anejo     40%  |   £5 .50 
This bridges the gap between the 8 and 15 year allowing for a darker rum which is 
also a superb cocktail base. Plenty of dried fruit including fig and apricot and
subtle toasted wood. Sophisticated and well balanced. 

El Salvador
Fair ,  Salvad or  X .O               4 4%  |   £7 . 50
From the only distillery in the smallest country in south America, this Fairtrade and organic aged rum is 
produced with sugarcane sourced from a local co-op of 209 independent farmers. It also makes a 
cracking old fashioned, stirred down with ice to embrace rich notes of fried banana, toffee apples, caramel 
and nutmeg. 

S .B .S  El  Salvad or  2008               55%  |   £ 12 .00
The first bottling of rum from El Salvador from Danish bottler 1423, distilled in 2008 and matured for 12 
years in a single cask before being bottled in February 2020 as part of its Single Barrel Selection range. 
Spicy up front with oak and peppercorn, followed by a hint of sweet coconut.

No: 178

No: 179

Guatemala
Ron Zacapa  S i stema  S ol era  Cen tenar io  23               40%  |   £7 . 50
A truly outstanding blend of rums aged between 6 and 23 years. Intense and sweet with well 
balanced citrus and dried fruits. Bourbon, oak and tannin qualities elevate this rum and add a 
pleasant density. Elegant, powerful and nothing short of exceptional. 

Ron  Zacapa  Reserva  L i m i ta da               40%  |   £ 1 1 . 00
The 2019 release of Ron Zacapa Reserva Limitada, distilled in Guatemala and finished in Moscatel wine 
barrels. Aromas of vanilla, oak and wildflowers fill the nose. The palate offers notes of citrus, garden herbs, 
honey, roast nuts, vanilla and oak. 

Ron  Zacapa  Cen ten a r i o  XO  S olera  Gran  Reserva   40%  |   £ 12 . 00
An extra old limited edition Ron Zacapa blended from rums between 6 and 25 years of age. 
The extra time in the barrel has given this rum leathery quality’s with waves of dark sugar and 
molasses and soft tobacco. Awesome sipping rum.  

No: 180

No: 181

No: 182

No: 183

No: 184

No: 185

No: 186

No: 187

No: 188

CENTRAL AMERICA
Is the southernmost, isthmian portion of the North American continent, consisting of seven 

countries including Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, Nicaragua, 
and Panama. The majority of these are famous for their high quality sipping rums. 

Prices per 25ml
Prices per 25ml
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Panama
Abuelo  Añejo  Reserva  Espec ial          
40%  |   £4 . 80
Made at Varela-Hermanos a family distillery in 
Pesé, Central Panama that grows its own 
sugarcane. Aged for 5 years in white oak this 
rum has notable flavour of the cask and is quite 
spirity up front. One to be mixed. 

Abuelo  7 ye ar          40%  |   £5 .20
The extra 2 years in white oak has allowed this 
rum to develop a syrupy sweetness as well as 
still showing off toasty oak and sugarcane.  
Lovely to just sip with a big chunk of ice. 

Abuelo  12 ye ar         40%  |   £5 .50
A great dark rum from abuelo. Aged for 
12 years in ex whiskey casks this is well 
refined with an elegant smokyness and 
vanilla sweetness.

Abuelo  X V  Oloros o  Sherry  Cask 
40%  |   £8 .00
From the fantastic Abuelo cask collection this 
expression has everything you want to match 
with a cheese or fruit cake. Lots of dried fruit, 
chocolate and spice with amaretto and roasted 
chestnut. As close to a festive rum as you will 
find. Wonderful!

Abuelo  Centur ia       40%  |   £ 15 .00
Aged using the Solera method and 
Jack Daniels Whiskey casks some of the rums 
are as old as 30 Years. A big sweet rum with a 
complex and soft palate. For those that want 
something very special to enjoy after dinner. 

Ron  De  Jeremy            40%  |   £6 .00
Ron De Jeremy is marketed as ‘rum for adults’ 
by famous actor and pornstar Ronald Jeremy 
Hyatt who features in many of the brands 
videos and promotions. Made from 
blending rums up to 8 years of age from 
Trinidad, Jamaica, Guyana and Barbados. 
Layers of charred, sweet wood nuts and 
smooth butterscotch. A fantastic rum from 
Legendary master blender Don Pancho 
Fernandez.

Mezan  Panama  2004     40%  |   £7 . 50
On the nose, plenty of tropical fruit, cloves and 
nutmeg with oaky muscovado sweetness and a 
touch of crystallised fruit. On the plate expect 
flavours of crème brulèe with oaky spice and 
perfumed honey. Finishes with ginger and
vanilla and lasting sweet spice. Another 
fantastic release from Mezan. 

Mezan  Panama  20 10     46%  |   £6 .50
Mezan produces very exciting single distillery
rums with no added colour, flavouring and only
lightly filtered. The closest spirit to a true
untouched rum. This expression has been 
aged in small batch white oak, ex bourbon 
casks. For 10 years. Lovely cigar box aromas 
with citrus oil and Christmassy spices. A great 
example of quality craftsmanship and
experience.

Zafra  2 1 ye ar  Old  Master  Reserve                
40%  |   £7 . 50
Very appropriately named after the Spanish 
term for sugarcane harvest this interesting 
Panamanian rum is masterfully blended by a 
former Maestro Ronero for Havana Club. 
Produced using small column still and aged for 
a minimum of 21 years. Silky and relatively 
dry with richness from the bourbon casks. 
A wonderfully balanced rum! 

Nicaragua
Flor  de  Cana  7 ye ar G ra n  Reserva 
40%  |   £5 .20
A pretty mahogany coloured rum that needs 
nothing more than a few ice cubes to be 
enjoyed. Full bodied but maintaining the 
signature toasted coconut notes. 
 

Flor  de  Cana  Cen ten a r i o  12
40%  |   £6 .00
Elegantly presented and balanced on the 
palate with nutty almond and sweetness from 
molasses and sherry notes. A large glug on the 
rocks is perfect. 

Flo r  de  Cana  Centenar io  18
40%  |   £7 . 50
Nearly two decades in the cask has made this 
rum incredibly full bodied yet well refined. 
Plenty of charred oak from the barrel, toasted 
nuts and dark chocolate meet rich dark fruit, 
brown sugar and spice. A perfect after dinner 
alternative to Cognac. 

Flo r  de  Cana  Centenar io  25
40%  |   £ 12 . 00
Over two decades in the cask has made this 
flagship rum incredibly complex. Savoury, 
and floral note on the nose with fresh 
sugarcane. The palate opens up with loads 
of creamy tropical fruit including papaya, 
pear and lots of oak. This finishes with 
banana and soft spices. 

No: 193

No: 198

No: 194
No: 199

No: 195

No: 200

No: 196

No: 201

No: 197

Prices per 25mlPrices per 25ml

CENTRAL 
AMERICA

Belize, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Guatemala, Honduras, 
Nicaragua, and Panama. The majority of these are famous 
for their high quality sipping rums. 

No: 189

No: 190

No: 191

No: 192
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Guyana
Ancient  Marnier  10 YE AR Nav y  Rum      
54%  |   £5 .50                 
An awesome  2018 release from the mighty 
Diamond distillery. Aged for ten years this has 
developed strong milk chocolate notes, cherries, 
cigars, leather and a good whack of dark sugar.   

El  D orad o ,  3 YE AR     40%  |    £4 . 80                 
A favourite of ours here at Cubana, this 
phenomenal white rum is at the top of its class. 
Citrus and vanilla nose enhanced by notes of 
chocolate and raisins. Smooth rounded 
palate with coconut and tropical fruit with 
a dry rounded finish. Certainly worth a try 
in a few of your favourite cocktails.

El  D orad o ,  5 YE AR      40%  |   £5 .20                 
Tropical fruit, caramel and butterscotch upfront 
followed by toasted coconut, dried fruits and 
vanilla. A complexity and depth beyond that of 
most other 5 year old rums. 
 

El  D orad o ,  8 YE AR      40%  |   £5 .50                
After being aged in Bourbon barrels this has a 
little more weight behind it than the five year 
and is equally at home being enjoyed alone or 
in a cocktail. Notes of banana, tobacco and 
caramel. 

El  D orad o ,  1 2 YE AR     40%  |   £6 .00                 
With too many awards to mention and 
incredible versatility this is a bartenders 
favourite. Smooth and rich enough to sip yet 
with a medium body which makes it perfect for 
upgrading a Mai Tai or adding to tropical fruit 
cocktails. An elegant and hedonistic rum. 

El  D orad o ,  1 5 YE AR     43%  |   £7 .00
As with all El Dorado rums this is punching far 
beyond its price point and was rated the best 
rum in the world at the International Wine and 
Spirit Competition four years running. 
A beautifully smooth rum with soft spice, 
oak and rich, syrupy, stone fruit. 

El  D orad o ,  2 1 YE AR     43%  |   £ 1 1 . 00
Blended from rums aged in oak for a minimum 
of 21 years this is a seriously full bodied spirit 
with layer after layer of tropical fruit, spice and 
honey. 

El  D orad o ,  25 YE AR    43%  |  £55 .00
A 1988 Vintage from Late Master Blender 
George Robinson. Incredibly smooth and well 
balanced with rich, dark sugar, syrup and heavy 
fruit cake. Arguably one of the world’s finest 
rums. 

Sk ipper  Demerara  Rum
40%  |   £4 . 80
Launched in 1930 and still using the original 
recipe and label. A thick, syrupy rum perfect as 
a sweet base for tiki cocktails. Loads of spice 
and sticky toffee. Finish is long and incredibly 
smooth. 

Mezan  Guyana  D IAMOND  2005       
40%  |   £7 .00
From the prestigious Diamond distillery of
Guyana. These demerara distillers have a
rich Rum making history stretching back
to the 1650s and have been consistently
verypopular with independent rum bottlers
including Mezan. The aroma of the rum               
ignites the air with a complex nose, deep               
tropical touches ofeucalyptus and green            
capsicum. On the tongue, the rum is a swirl of 
balanced ginger, guava and banana with an 
oaky lightly citric finish. 

SOUTH AMERICA
Includes twelve sovereign states and from these we stock rums from Colombia, Guyana, Peru & Venezuela. 

The majority of South America is Spanish or Portuguese speaking and the type of rum because of this 
generally coincides with the rules of the Caribbean styles from Spanish speaking islands.  

SOUTH 
AMERICA

No: 202

No: 203

No: 204

No: 205

No: 206

No: 207

No: 208
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No: 213
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Prices per 25ml
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Colombia
DICTAD OR ,  1 2 YE AR     40 %  |    £ 6 .50                 
Distilled from virgin sugarcane honey then 
aged for between 8 and 14 years. This reddish 
amber rum is soft with plenty of honey and oak.      
The coffee, vanilla and cacao notes make this
very good for short rich cocktails.  

D ICTAD OR ,  20 YE AR     40 %  |    £ 9 .50                 
Aged in a Solera system for between 14 and 
24 year and much more intense than the 12 
year with a bold smoky nose full of honey, dark 
sugar and cigar box. A little Christmassy spiced 
fruit and pepper warms the palate before a 
cinnamon and woody finish. 

.  

L a  Hech icera        40%  |    £6 . 50                 
Pronounced ‘etch-ee-seh-rah’ and meaning 
‘enchantress’ in Spanish. This is aged between 
12 and 21 months in white oak. Doesn’t have 
the cloying sweetness of a lot of Colombian 
rums and has a wonderful dry spice, warming 
pepper notes and some bitter chocolate. 
Nutmeg and vanilla are present finishing this 
very moreish rum.  
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D iplomát ic o ,  Ambassad or 
47% |  £22 .00
Aged for a minimum of twelve years before 
being transferred to Pedro Ximénez sherry casks. 
This rum is complex with tobacco, dried fruit 
and dark chocolate followed by a silky palate of 
toasted oak, port, raisins and nutmeg. The finish 
lasts for an exceptional length of time. A very 
fine rum indeed and a perfect complement to a 
delicate cigar. 

D iplomát ic o ,  S ingle  V intage  2005 
43% |  £ 12 .00
A truly exceptional single vintage from 
Venezuela’s most popular rum brand. The 
product of a careful selection of rum reserves 
which stand out from the rest. After 12 years 
of ageing in bourbon and malt whiskey casks 
the rum is finished in Oloroso Sherry casks. 
It’s rich aromatic profile includes notes of 
vanilla, spices, tobacco and almonds. 

Santa Teresa,  Rhum Orange Liqueur    
40%  |   £4 . 80
Bottled at a nice solid 40% ABV but with the 
sweetness of a liqueur. Normally something 
shunned by rum enthusiasts, however the use 
of quality 2 year aged Venezuelan rum and 
Valencian oranges puts this leagues ahead of 
the competition in the flavoured rum market. 
Exceptional. 

Santa  Teresa ,  CL ARO    40%  |   £4 . 80
This delicate and sweet white rum really is one of 
the most fantastic and well priced mixing rums on 
the market. Why not change up a Mojito or your 
favourite rum and mixer! 

Santa  Teresa ,  SELECTO   40% |  £4 .80
A cracking way to alter a Mojito this exciting 
expression is aged for between 3 and 9 years. 
Spirity on the nose but followed on the palate by 
soft caramel, chocolate and butter. 

Santa  Teresa ,  GRAN  RESERVA 
40% |  £5 .20
This 5 yr has a very different profile to the 
selecto. Rich and buttery with caramel on the 
nose followed by a hit of spirit and spice on the 
palate before once again softening to a sweet 
popcorn and nutty finish. Benefits from 
warming up in the hands for a minute or two. 

Santa  Teresa ,  1 796       40%  |  £7 .00
A wonderful South American rum aged 
using the solera system. Some of the rums in the 
blend are as old as 34 years. Toasty oak, leather, 
spice and dried fruit. 

Pampero ,  BL ANC O       3 7 . 5%  |  £4 . 80
A delicious creamy Blanco rum from popular
Venezuelan producer Pampero. By law,
Venezuelan rum must be aged for a minimum of
two years, meaning this is smoother and more
characterful than standard white rums.

Pampero ,  Espec ial       40%  |  £5 .20
A lovely sweet continuous still rum from Venezuela. 
A good base for fruity long cocktails.
  

Pampero,  Aniversario    40%  |  £6 .00
A sweet rum but loads of dried fruit makes this 
very moreish. The finish is long and incredibly 
smooth.

Ron Roble ,  Ultra Anejo 
40% |  £ 15 .00
A Single Vintage Limited Edition Rum, Aged for 
12 Years under the traditional method. Aged 
exclusively of casks of the same vintage that 
previously aged Bourbon and Pedro Ximénez, 
carefully selected by the “Maestro Ronero”. 
Gentle beginning, slightly sweet and oaky, with 
notes of red fruits, followed by subtle notes of 
brazil nuts, orange peel and prunes. Discreet 
minerality with a strong but smooth body that 
evolves into an intense, round and persistent 
ending.

Cacique ,  Añejo Superior 
37 .5% |  £5 .20
Cacique translates to ‘leader of the tribe’, 
a fitting name to the top selling rum brand in 
its homeland of Venezuela. A blend of seven
aged molasses-based rums. A bright and 
golden rum, light and fragrant on the nose.

Paraguay
Fair ,  Paraguay X .O . 
40% |  £6 .00
Exactly what it says on the tin… or bottle. 
Fair is one of our favourite brands who commit 
to producing only Fairtrade and organic rums. 
Distilled in the Ortisa distillery and aged for at 
least five years. Intense notes coffee bean, 
vanilla pod and toffee popcorn.

Papagayo,  Organic  Golden 
37 .5% |  £4 .80
Another organic rum which is new to our third 
edition of the rum collection. The aroma is soft 
and attractive with hints of tropical fruits and 
vanilla. The finish is subtle and smooth. 
Makes a fantastic Cuba Libre!

Peru
Ron Millonario 
XO  Reserva Especial   40 %  |   £ 1 1 . 00
Aged for up to 20 years this rum is packed
with tropical fruit, seasonal spices and tobacco
smells. The palate has developed a range
of dried fruit including fig and raisins as well
as cloves, cinnamon, buttery golden syrup 
and allspice. 

Pl antat ion  Peru
43 .5%  |   £8 . 50
Very well aged rum from Destilerias Unidas S.A. 
de Peru. Distilled in 2004 and aged for 12 years 
before being moved to France for a Cognac cask 
finish for 2 years. Mango and fig notes shine 
through here with plenty of oak, warm pepper 
and nutmeg.

Venezuela
Diplomat ic o ,  P l a n a s
47%  |   £5 .20
Planas is the new introduction to replace the
beloved Blanco reserve. Aged for 6 years like    
before but now bottled at an increased 47%.   
This creates a rich and chewy mouthfeel. Nutty 
and with soft velvety coffee. A great new addition 
to the range. 

D iplomat ic o ,  MA N TUA N O
40%  |   £5 .20
The second in the new range from Diplomatico
is a fine example of Venezuelan rum. Smooth 
velvety feel with sweet fruit, oak and a little 
rich sugar.

D iplomat ic o ,  N o1  Batch  ket tle
47%  |   £7 . 50
No.1 of Diplomático’s distillery collection. This 
wonderful edition is solely produced in a batch 
kettle still which was landed in La Meil distillery 
in Venezuela in 1959. This semi – Continuous 
Distillation process was originally used in 
Canada for the production of whiskey. A bold 

and moreish rum full of stone fruit and wild flower 
aromas. Sweet rich caramel on the 
palate is balanced by red fruits and soft 
tannins.

D iplo mát ic o ,  N o2  Barbet    
4 7% |  £7 . 50
The second limited release from the mighty 
Diplomatico. This is produced in a Barbet 
column still which like the kettle still was an 
addition to the distillery in 1959. The extra 
oak ageing used in the production adds more 
complexity to the soft fruit with a dry and citrus 
note on the palate balanced with toasted oak. 

D iplo mát ic o ,  N o3  PO T  ST I LL 
47%  |   £7 . 50
Last but certainly not least, the third member of 
the Diplomatico Distillery Collection.  This time 
we have a rum crafted from sugar cane honey. 
The No.3 is distilled using a historical copper pot 
still which arrived at the distillery in a year which 
was undoubtedly a momentous year in 
La Meil’s history, 1959. You’ll be presently 
surprised by notes of tropical fruit, red berries, 
rich chocolate and coffee present in this elegant 
and complex rum.

D iplo mát ic o ,  Reserva  E xclu s iva 
40%  |   £6 . 00
Distilled in ancient copper pot stills and Aged 
for up to 12 years in small oak casks. Maple 
syrup, orange oil and liquorice are present in 
this elegant and complex rum.

D iplo mát ic o ,  Selec c ió n  De  Famil ia 
43%  |   £7 . 50
Struggling to decide between the three 
distillation methods Diplomático have to offer? 
Well, the Selección De Familia allows you to 
indulge in all three. This particularly deluxe 
expression is a blend of rums distilled using the 
Canadian batch kettle, French column still and 
Scottish pot still and then aged in American 
white oak ex-bourbon and ex-sherry casks. 

SOUTH 
AMERICA
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Bermuda
Gosl ings ,  Bl a ck  Se a l     
40% |  £4 .30
A fantastic and iconic dark rum named after 
the black wax originally used to seal the 
bottles. Rich butterscotch and vanilla. 
The signature serve is with ginger beer, fresh 
lime and bitters to create a ‘Dark and Stormy’.

Gosl ings ,  Go l d             40 % |  £ 4 .80
Blended from rums aged for up to 5 years from 
pot and continuous stills. A smooth easy
drinking spirit is good as a cocktail base. 

Gosl ings ,  Fami ly  Reserve   
40% |  £7 . 50
Following the same process as the Black Seal 
but aged for even longer in dark barrels this 
is richer and more complex. A beautiful nutty 
sipping rum with plenty of butterscotch and 
charred wood. 

Gosl ings ,  1 5 1            7 5 . 5% |  £ 6 .0 0
An overproof expression of the classic black 
seal. Perfect to float on a long fruity cocktail 
or simply topped with a long glass of cola. 
Very strong and to be consumed with caution. 

Gosl ings ,  Papa  Se a l   4 1 . 5% |  £ 14 .00
Gosling’s has gone and bottled up some single 
barrel Bermuda rum! Dubbed Papa Seal, these 
expressions from Gosling’s are made with rums 
distilled in both pot and column stills, and 
matured in hand-selected bourbon barrels with 
a medium char. Immensely rich and indulgent 
stuff. 

FIJI
Pl antat ion ,  I sl e  of  F i j i     
40% |  £6 .00
Plantation has gone all out with the design 
of this colourful bottle as an ode to the beauty 
of the Fiji Islands. Local Fijian sugar cane is 
used during the traditional rum making 
techniques. Aged first in the tropical climate of 
Fiji which is followed by a second maturation in 
France. Warm notes of exotic fruits and raisins.

S . B . S ,  F ij i  2009     
5 7% |  £ 12 . 00
 The second release of Fijian rum from 
Danish bottler 1423 was distilled in 2009
 and matured in a single cask for 11 years
before being bottled in February 2020 as part 
of its Single Barrel Selection range. 

GERMANY
B o nPl and ,  Ru m Bl anc  VS O P     
40% |  £6 . 50
Bonpland Blanc VSOP is a blend of rums 
from Jamaica, Trinidad, Barbados, Guyana, 
Martinique and Java and given it’s final finish
in a double ageing process in the Mosel. 
Matured in Chardonnay barrique casks from 
the VDP wine estate of Bernhard Huber in 
Baden. Vanilla, Stone fruits and orange oil 
make for an exciting palate with a delicate 
finish. 

B o nPl and  Ru m RO U GE  VS O P     
40% |  £6 . 50
A blend of 100% Molasses rums from 5
different Caribbean origins. What really lifts 
this rum is the second maturation which takes 
place in pinot noir barrels adding a soft tannic 
quality. A dry finish with tannins on the palate, 
red fruits, coffee and white pepper.

INDIA
Sik k im  5  y r  Pr ize  ru m     
40% |  £6 . 00
Not a huge amount of information available for 
this rum but certainly an interesting one to try. 
Produced in India at the foot of the Himalayan 
Mountains using crystal clear mountain runoff 
water. This really is one of a kind. 
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REST OF THE WORLD

Japan
Japan has always been well known for producing Sake (rice wine), Umeshu (plum wine) and 
some of the world’s most superb & exciting whisky. Within Japan itself beer has been brewed and 
consumed more than any other alcoholic beverage since the late 1800s. With Japan having more Michelin 
restaurants than the other countries on earth combined they really have a huge market in which they can 
sell ultra premium spirits. Because of this only a small percentage is exported and only recently have the 
below products been made available to the UK market. The crystal clear finishes and immaculate and 
mature flavours really show off the meticulous process and passion associated with Japanese culture.  

Nine  Le aves ,  Angels  Half  Amer ican  Oak  50% |  £7 .00
One of two Angels Half bottlings. Aged in medium toasted, virgin oak 250 litre casks. 
Crisp notes of wood, coffee and maple syrup.  

Nine  Le aves ,  Angels  Half  French  Oak  48% |  £7 .00
Like the American oak these are created from Nine leaves clear rum and this expression 
is aged in virgin French oak casks. More herbaceous than the American oak expression 
with orange peel, spice and a touch of vanilla.  

Ryoma  7  ye ar  Oak  Cask     40% |  £8 .00
A wonderfully strange Japanese rum from the Kikusui distillery. Produced from sugarcane 
grown on the island of Shikoku, aged in oak barrels for seven years, creating rich rum with 
white whisky and fresh sugarcane on the palate.
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MaDEIRA
Will iam H inton ,  6 YE AR    40 % |  £ 9 .00
Madeira, is renowned as one of the most 
beautiful places in the world. William Hinton 
has crafted a rum which is everything you 
would expect from the Portuguese island. 
Just one maturation wasn’t enough, it’s aged 
in port, Madeira, bourbon, sherry and 
brandy casks. 

Will iam H inton , 
6 YE AR Made ira  Ca sk  Mature    
40% |  £9 .50
This Agricole expression brings together two 
of Madeira’s tastiest exports: its finest fortified 
wine and its lesser known but equally delicious. 
Matured in Madeira wine casks with notes of 
raisin, brown sugar and figs. 

Mauritius
Chamarel  VS                 40 % |  £ 6 .50
From a stunning distillery halfway up a volcano 
and made from locally cultivated sugarcane 
this exciting rum has fresh notes of grass, 
caramel and soft, creamy chocolate. 

Chamarel  VS OP              4 1% |  £ 7 .00
This 4 year old expression is full of sweet citrus 
oil which adds a level of freshness in between 
the rich creamy toffee notes.  

Chamarel  XO                43% |  £ 1 1 . 00
The Flagship of the range has been aged in 
French oak for 6 years. The complexity has 
grown offering the classic chocolate and toffee 
notes as well as a new dry and spicy tone. 
Orange oil is present as well as fresh cane and 
dried grass. Wonderful stuff! 

Green  Isl and  Su per io r 
40%  |   £4 . 80
Aged for between 3 and 5 years and then
charcoal filtered to remove the colour. 
A rich molasses heavy clear rum.  

Green  Isl and  Sp iced  Go ld 
37 . 5%  |   £4 . 80
Considered one of the best spiced rums 
available. Brilliant with any mixer and well 
worth a try. 

 PENNYBLU E  VS O P          
40% |  £5 . 20
A well-respected entry to the rum world from 
Mauritius. Penny blue is named after the world’s 
rarest stamp. Melon and Muscovado sugar on 
the nose is followed by citrusy marmalade and 
plenty of caramel. 

St  Au b in  Van ill a          
40% |  £5 . 20
An agricole rum from Mauritius infused with 
vanilla. Works well on its own, in creamy 
cocktails or even on ice-cream. 

Go ld  o f  Mau r it iu s       
40% |  £5 . 20
A deep red mahogany coloured rum with notes 
of red wine, syrup, dark chocolate and nuts. 
Lovely served over ice. 

REST OF 
THE WORLD

MEXICO
El Ron  Proh ib id o   40% |  £7 .00
El Ron Prohibido, is a Mexican rum which is made 
of a blend of rums of different ages, blended with 
used raisin wine barrels - an intriguing choice 
that pays off with distinctive bitter-sweet notes 
and a thick, luxurious mouth feel. Enjoy it neat to 
get the most out of this distinctly rich rum. 

S ol  Taras c o  E x tra  Aged  Charanda          
40%  |  £9 .00
This Mexican Charanda rum is a blend of raw 
honey and distilled mountain sugar cane, grown 
at over 1,300 metres above sea level. Sol 
Tarasco is made using traditional production 
methods and a slow distillation process. Then 
the spirit is aged in barrels for around three 
years. Velvety honey, orange peel, honeycomb 
and vanilla pod, with cinnamon appearing on 
the finish.

Indonesia
By the  DuTch  Batav ia  Arrack          
48% |  £6 .00
Produced in Indonesia then aged for eight 
years in the Netherlands, this intriguing Arrack 
has plenty of intensity, a dry spice, capsicum 
and a spicy finish.
 

Philippines
D on Papa ,  7 YE AR Small  Batch                
40% |  £5 .50
Created on the foothills of an active volcano on 
the island of Negros within the Philippines. This 
ever-popular rum is named after famed Don 
Papa Isio who played an instrumental role in 
the 19th century revolution on the island. From 
the small batch expect notes of vanilla pods, 
honey and candied fruit.  

D on  Papa ,  10 YE AR           40% |  £ 13 .00
Produced in the Philippines which is said 
to have one of the highest ’Angel’s Share’             
evaporation rates in the world. This expression 
is aged in re-charred American oak barrels. 
This rum will not fail to impress with notes of 
dark chocolate, tree nuts, oak and juicy raisins.  

D on  Papa ,  10 YE AR Baroko           
40% |  £ 10 .50
A smooth and sweet rum from Don Papa, 
Baroko offers notes of vanilla, charred oak, 
banana fritters and brown sugar throughout 
the palate. Enjoy this rum on its own, over ice, 
or use it to add a touch of sweetness to your 
favourite rum cocktail.  

Thailand
Phraya                         40% |  £6 .00
Phraya is a luxuriously-presented rum from 
Thailand, distilled in column stills and aged in 
charred oak barrels in warehouses sat over
 river-mouth lagoons. The cool water of the 
lagoon helps slow down the maturation in 
Thailand’s hot climate, and Phraya’s rum is 
bottled at between seven and 12 years of age. 
smooth delicate sweetness, slight spiciness 
with a long-lasting vanilla ice cream finish.

Phraya ,  ELEMENTS                        
40% |  £5 .20
Another fantastic edition from Asia’s luxury 
rum brand Phraya. High quality molasses is 
obtained from sugarcanes grown in 
Kanchanaburi where the nature is famously 
well preserved. Notes of butterscotch and 
spices are complemented by a creamy vanilla 
and caramel finish.
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One-Eyed  Rebel , 
Bl ack  Cherry                40% |  £5 .20
The One-Eyed Rebel team in Manchester 
produced a lip-smacking variation of its spiced 
rum, featuring the flavours of black cherry. 
The warming spices from the original expression 
are juxtaposed by the vibrant sweetness of the 
eponymous fruit, making for a tasty tipple 
that’ll do well with a good cola, or simply 
served over ice. 

Rumbull ion                42 .6% |  £5 .50
A sure-fire hit from Ableforth’s, Rumbullion!
is a cockle-warming spiced concoction, 
based on the kind of rich, full-bodied rums 
the seafaring fraternity would have enjoyed 
centuries ago. At the core of this fabulous 
winter warmer lies a blend of the very finest 
high proof Caribbean rum, to which was added 
creamy Madagascan vanilla and a generous 
helping of zesty orange peel. 

United States 
OF America
Bayou  SP ICED                 40% |  £5 .20
Handcrafted in Louisiana using unrefined cane 
sugar Bayou has been making waves across the
spirit industry since its creation. Stunningly 
balanced and sweet with plenty of spice, 
pepper, tropical fruit and vanilla. A wonderful 
hint of banana makes this rum a superb cocktail 
mixer or simply great with a good squeeze of 
lime.  

Bayou  SELECT  Barrel  reserve                
40% |  £5 .50
Taking inspiration from early Louisiana rum 
makers, Bayou Select Rum aged in American 
oak casks, resulting in a tipple which should 
appeal to rum and whiskey enthusiasts alike.  

St.George ,  Cal iforn ia 
Reserve  Agr ic ole          40% |  £8 .50
The Agricole has spent 4 years in French 
oak casks gaining plenty of wood and loads 
of banana notes of the fresh sugarcane. 
It has also gained a spiciness but is still soft 
enough to enjoy alone!

Owneys  Or ig inal 
New York  C it y  Rum       40% |  £6 .50
Produced as a tribute to ‘Owney’ a Rum 
Runner who smuggled Caribbean rum into the 
US. Made from sugarcane imported from  
Florida and Louisiana and distilled in Brooklyn. 
An exciting twist in many classic cocktails. 

Australia
Pl antat ion  Austral ia ,  4 y e ar                
49 . 3% |  £9 .50
Distilled at Beenleigh rum distillery one of the 
oldest operating distilleries in Australia. Aged 
for four years in American oak ex-bourbon 
barrels. Flavours of marzipan, marmalade and 
caramel. The body is nice and smooth.  

Secrete ,  C ompagnie  Des  Indes                 
43% |  £9 .00
This Aussie 11-year-old single cask comes 
from a secret distillery. A lively, spicy rum it has 
notes of cinnamon, nutmeg, ginger and banana 
throughout the palate, alongside red apples, 
ripe berries and caramel.  

Husk ,  Pure  Cane           40% |  £7 .00
An agricole rum from Australia! From Husk 
Distillers comes Pure Cane, an unaged 
expression distilled from sugar cane juice. 
On the back of each bottle, you can find which 
specific cane variety was used in each one, 
along with the year of harvest, which is pretty 
cool. Wonderfully grassy, give it a go in cocktails 
where you’d use an unaged molasses rum.

Seychelles
Takamaka  BAY  E x tra  N o i r   
38% |  £5 .20
From the beautiful Seychelles comes this 
French oak and bourbon cask rum. As you 
would imagine plenty of tropical fruit is boosted 
by a sweet nuttiness and some wonderful spice. 

Takamaka  BAY  St.  A n dré  8 ye ar          
40%  |  £9 .00
Enjoy neat or on the rocks. Vanilla and 
marmalade are predominant throughout with 
a long lingering finish you won’t want to end!

Takamaka  Sp i ced         38%  |   £ 5 .20
Rich with caramel and vanilla. 
A great spiced rum perfect for mixing. 

United Kingdom
O’Haras  Sp ic ed           3 7 . 5% |  £ 4 .80
A stunning blend of premium 3yr and 5yr 
Guyanan rum and 5yr Trinidadian rum then 
flavoured, mixed and bottled by hand with 
vanilla, lime, clove and a blend of spices here 
in Sheffield. A rich, smooth and exciting dark 
spiced rum reminiscent of rich Christmas cake 
and sticky spiced buns. Certainly doesn’t go 
amiss with a squeeze of lime on the rocks. 
Reyt good!

Cut  to  the  Sp i ce ,  Sp i ced  Rum    
3 7 . 5% |  £4 .80
A blended rum using rums from Trinidad and 
Jamaica, brought together in a Scottish-made 
Pot Still. This rum brings forth flavours of 
coriander seed, ginger, nutmeg and lemon peel 
with a finish of sea salt and caramel.

 

Dark  Mat ter                 40% |  £5 .20
From the first rum distillery in Scotland, comes 
this full proof and exceptionally unique spiced 
rum. The deep orange hue is enticing, and 
on first nosing this rum does not disappoint. 
Heavy notes of ginger, liquorice and allspice 
promise a full-bodied palate. The taste begins 
with a hot peppery sensation followed by a 
rich treacle finish. Clove and allspice linger, 
exciting you for your next sip. A cracking 
expression from our neighbour. 

L IVERPO O L  Ru m             43% |  £7 .00
Another nice boost for England here. 
Created from fine Trinidad sugarcane and 
although quite spirity this has wonderful notes 
of bonfire toffee, spice and juicy black fruits. 
A long dry finish with slightly tannic qualities. 

NO RTHERN  B OYS              40% |  £6 .00
Produced in the Caribbean and 
compounded further back in the UK to give 
a smooth, warming taste with a light vanilla. 
Great with a generous glug of ginger ale and 
a squeeze of fresh lime.  

O ne-Ey ed  Rebel ,  SP ICED         
40% |  £5 . 20
Produced in Manchester, this expression 
features a host of toasty botanicals,
 including the likes of ginger and cassia, 
as well as lip-smacking vanilla.

O ne-Ey ed  Rebel , 
Pass io n  Fru it  &  C o c o nu t         
40% |  £5 . 20
 A delicious variation of One-Eyed Rebel 
Spiced Rum showing off the tastiness of 
passion fruit and coconut. While Manchester 
isn’t the most tropical of locations, the team 
has managed to make a tipple that’ll bring 
warm, sunny beaches to mind.
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